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’Twas Tight Squeak
Young Bill Wincapaw’s
Flight From La Paz Was
Close To Being His Last
Miami. Fla., Dec 12
Elltor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I wish to explain the accident
which happened to William, Junior
as I have had so many letters in
regard to it.
About Sept. 20. Bill started out
on ore of his regular trips from
the La Paz Airport to Tipuani in
the jungle. On this trip he was
using a tri-motored Ford. The
motors had just been overhauled
and installed, and before this plane
started on this trip the plane had
been test-flown by him, and every
thing seemed to be working al
right. He ordered plane loaded
with 1350 kilos (2970 pounds) of
iron pipe.
With the flight, mechanic Sosa
he took off. crossed the Andes
Mountains at 18500 feet and ap
proached the Tipuani landing field
As he went to put the plane down,
the wind shifted (which it does
very suddenly herei and he de
cided to go around the field again
and land his plane from the other
direction. He opened the throttles
of his three motors, but only one
took. The center motor and right
outboard were dead. As he had
seme flying speed plus the pull of
his left motor, which was wide
open, twisted or turned him to the
right. This pulled him off the
runway into a high bank crashing
the plane to pieces. The force of
the impact threw Bill and Sosa
clear of the plane in opposite di
rections about 30 feet.
They were picked up by Indians

Littered as second Class MaU Matter
By The Courler-Gaiette, MS Main 81.

and carried to the Tipuani camp. |
The doctor there pronounced them
in very bad shape to us over the
radio. Having just arrived back
from Lima, Peru, the day before,
I at once flew another plane in
to get the boys.
On my arrival at Tipuani, I
found both boys trying to walk
around. Both were very badly
beaten. It did look as though
some bones were broken and that
they might be hurt internally. But
after five days of rest, both were
up and flying again for one trip
to see if they had lost their nerve.
I stopped them from any more
flights due to their poor condition.
Bill Jr., was black and blue, with
one crack on the head which was
bad.
Sosa the mechanic was
black and blue from head to foot.
On my second trip into Tipuani
I looked at the crashed plane to
see what could be saved. We de
cided to leave it there and take
only what could be saved from
the motors to try and find out
what caused1 the motor failures.
This we never did find out.
These boys were very lucky as
the nose motor and propeller were
lying ln the two seats these boys
had been thrown out of. If they
had strapped themelves In they
would have been killed. They are
both flying and have been since
Nov. 1st.
William H. Wincapaw
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Will Make ’Em Happy
Children’s Annual Christ
mas Party At Park Theatre
Next Sunday

The American Legion’s annual
Christmas theatre party ls to be
held Sunday, at Park Theatre by
courtesy of Manager Lawrence
Dandeneau. This party is free to
all children under 15 years of age.
Mr. Dandeneau has promised that
Oene Autry will be in the feature
picture and he will have many
cartoons that the chilren enjoy.
The Coco-Cola Company will be
on hand, as usual, to give coco-cola
to all the children and Fred Black
has promised to be there with a
thousand bags of popcorn. Many
other good things will be store for
the children which are being do
nated by the merchants and pro
fessional men of Rockland.
Anyone wishing to donate cash
or anything else to make the party
a success who has not already been
solicited, kindly contact any mem
ber of the committee which in
cludes Austin Day, Donald Kelsey,
Austin Brewer or Carl Nelson at
the tax collector’s office.
Doors will be opened at 1 p. m.,
and all Legionaires are requested
to report at 12.45 in order to taxe
care of this tremendous task of
taking care of the children and
distributing the refreshments.
The first week of the new stamp
Austin Brewer, Chairman.
plan met with such excellent re
sults Bhat Norman Fitz-Patrldk,
Mayor Edward R. Veazie reports
area supervisor, sent a letter of spe
cial commendation to Mayor Veazle. that 165 men are engaged ln WP.A.
The percentage of users was much projects ln this city at the present
larger than ln other cities where time, the largest crew working on
the Plan is ln operation. The ex The Bog road where the grade ls
tensive publicity given by The being prepared for future surfac
Courier-Oazette may have aided ing The walls and covering of the
brook which runs between Summer
somewhat.
and Beech street are being re
vamped. Some years ago the brook
at that point was covered with logs,
some of which have fallen ln. neces
sitating a new top. This time the
work will be of a more permanent
character, stone being used. An
other section of this brook, approxi
mately 300 feet at the rear of the
Community Building is being cov
ered with stone, and when this
task is completed it will be a valu
able improvement to the lot, and
the appearance thereof.
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Hungary now has 7255 miles of
trunk railway lines.
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Struck By A Truck

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM O. FULLER
Twin Son of Herbert
Associate Editor, FRANK A WINSLOW
Robishaw Fatally Injured
Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
At Park Street Crossing
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
Ronald Robishaw. 5-year-old
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
twin
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and ln 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These Robishaw, 83 New County road,
papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
was fatally Injured yesterday aft
ernoon when he was struck by a
truck driven by Nelson A. Sabien
[EDITORIAL]
of 22 Glen street, at the Park
street crossing. He died two hours
WHAT DID ”F. D." MEANT
later in the hospital.
According to State Patrolman
President Roosevelt set the world to wondering Sunday
Harold Mitchell, who Investigated,
with the cryptic remark which he made in Warm Springs,
the boy was back to the truck on
Ga., upon the eve of his departure for Washington. A visitor
the left side of the road and about
at the Foundation for Infantile Paralysis Victims, he re
five feet toward the middle. The
marked that he would spend two weeks with them ln March
driver, seeing the boy walking
“if the world survives.” It may have been only a casual and
along, blew his horn, when sud
denly the boy darted across the
careless remark, apropos of nothing ln particular, but at
road. Sabien pulled to the right,
this moment, when the civilized peoples Of the earth are
almost going Into the ditch, the
afflicted with Jittery nerves it has caused the greatest sensa
rear wheel probably being the part
tion that any cryptic sentence has created since Calvin
that hit the boy.
Coolidge’s “I do not choose to run." Just at the point where
The truck was loaded with 8700
we were beginning to Imbibe new courage with the results in
pounds of coal, and at the time of
Greece and Egypt, it seems inconceivable that the President
the accident, the rain was freez
of the United States could have fathered such a pessimistic
ing, making the traveling very
statement. Was it born of his recent interview witn the for
slippery. Charles Benner, gate
mer King of England; was it intended as an incentive to re
keeper at the crossing, was an eye
witness.
newed defense effort; or was it the result of exclusive infor
This was the third fatal automo
mation which President Roosevelt would be in a position to
bile accident in Knox County this
have. Whatever its genesis, it has goven the world new pause.
year.
s
HIS FAREWELL SERMON

The Rt. Rev. Benjamin Brewster, bishop of the Protestant
Episcopal Diocese of Maine, preached his farewell sermon
Sunday, and his withdrawal from the active ministry will be
noted with regret by the people of all sects who have long
been familiar with his work for spiritual uplift, and for man
kind. “The urgency of our time of crisis is the opportunity
for prophetic ministry," was a thought contained in his clos
ing utterances.
CANDIDATES IN THE OFFING

In view of the developments at Augusta during the closing
year of the present administration, it is not surprising to learn
that new candidates are springing up; in fact it will be sur
prising if the list is not augmented. Lincoln County enters
the field with an aspirant for the office of State treasurer, now
held by Belmont Smith. The new candidate, it is said, will be
Clifford H Buck, 40, who is chairman of the Southport board
of selectmen, and principal of the Boothbaj’ Harbor High
School. The office of Attorney General is already the goal of
a three-cornered contest, and other developments are likely
before the Republicans hold their legislative caucus the first
week in January. In this connection it is interesting to note
that Knox. Lincoln. Waldo and Hancock Counties have pooled
their interests in order that this section of the State may get
its share of legislative recognition at the coming session.
Congress has its formidable blocs; it ls eminently fitting that
a section of the State, too little favored, as ours has been—
should come into its own.
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CLOSE-ASABLADE
COMFORTABLE SHAVES
Demonstrations

Daily
AT OUR LOCAL STONE

Mr. Robert MacIntyre
Factory IXrinonntrstor

If you still think electric snavers
take tune, you’d better come in and
try the new Remington Dual with
TWO fast rutting heads! In certi
fied tests made by the nrtlonallyfamous U. S. Testing Company, Inc.
it shaved as close-as-a-blade in onehalf the time. And the men who
made the tests—men with all kinds
of beards—got comfortable, got ng to-business shaves satisfactory in
every way.
You. too. can get faster shaves
than ever with the new Remington
Dual—enjoy the last word ln mod
ern shaving comfort for only a few
cents a day. Try it today on our
easy payment plan.
*15.75 Cash and

BOAT ROUTE

SURETY
BONOS
TO

E. C. Moran Co., Inc.
TEL.

Worth It!

CENTRALe'/AAINE
eOWll^COMPAHY

AMD
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425 Main St., Rockland

SECURITY TRUST CO.
FINAL DIVIDEND J PERCENT

To Savings Depositors and Christmas Club
Members Only

A question of considerable importance to the many per
sons who Journey across the Kennebec River concerns the time
when the payment of tolls will no longer be received at the
Carleton Bridge. The Bath Times says:
It ls announced by County Commissioner Roscoe G.
Bailey, who has been among the most active ln this behalf
that an audit is now underway by State officials to learn the
correct balance owed toward the retirement of the bonds.
Under the terms of the bridge act it is reported that when a
sufficient sum has been collected from tolls to retire 45 per
cent of the three million dollar bond issue, the bridge shall
become toll free It ls with this end ln view that Mr. Bailey
and his associates have sought this audit. It had been hoped
by proponents of the plan that the bridge might be freed of
tolls this year. Mr. Bailey says, that many questions being
involved legal opinions must first be obtained relative to meet
ing some of the suggestions, with particular reference to apply
ing tolls for any other purpose than the retirement of bonds.
While he ls anxious for speedy procedure, he feels that too
much haste at the present time might delay matters than a
slower and more careful procedure.
FEARS ARE GROUNDLESS

Speculation of a disquieting nature which has been in
dulged in since the Tacoma Bridge disaster, proves to be
baseless so far as the Deer Isle bridge is concerned. The
Messenger says:
The undulations which caused the collapse of the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge in November, the greatest bridge failure in
history," were observed in the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge as
it neared completion and were successfully overcome, accord
ing to an article in the Engineering News Record, Just pub
lished. The publication charges that information as to the
correction of the undulations was made available to the engi
neering profession yet was not utilized in the design or con
struction of the Tacoma span.
Robinson & Steinman, engineers of the Thousand Islands
Bridge over the St. Lawrence River, as well as of the Deer
Isle Bridge, noted marked undulations in the former bridge
before its completion in 1938 and developed a control system
of diagonal rope stays from roadway level at the towers to
the cables of the main span. A year later, the publication
states, the same systent of diagonal rope stays was applied to
the Deer Lsle Bridge. It is said that the vertical undulation
of the bridges was produced by a quartering wind and was
previously unanticipated by the engineers.
were three aspirants for the at
torney generalship—Frank Cowan,
Portland lawyer. James Perkins,
Candidates For State
Jr., Boothbay Harbor, and Frank
Offices Face Legislators A. Tirrell, Jr., of Rockland C.
From Four Counties
Vaughan Chapman, Augusta au
Candidates for the offices of ditor, appeared with Hayes.
secretary of state, attorney gen
A Christmas party for the Pri
eral, and state auditor met with mary Department will be held in
20 senators and representatives- the Congregational Church Satur
elect from Waldo, Hancock, Knox day afternoon at 4 o’clock.

Aspirants Appear

Payable Thursday, Dec. 19,1940
Deposit Books should be presented at The Knox County
Trust Co., at Rockland, Camden, Vinalhaven, Union and
Warren. Apply at office at which your account in Security

Trust Co. was carried.

A reasonable period of time will be permitted for pres

entation of books for payment; but, as this is a final release,

it is suggested that depositors collect as promptly as pos
sible. After a period, not yet definitely fixed, the fund will
undoubtedly be ordered transferred to some State office

in Augusta, and withdrawal of your dividend may be substaiitially more complicated.
ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
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THREE CENTS A COPY

and Lincoln counties in Belfast
Sunday.
The candidates, who included
the incumbents — Attorney Gen
eral Franz U. Burkett, Secretary
of State Frederick Robie, and
State Auditor William Hayes, outlined to the legislators-elect their
qualifications for the posts. No
one appeared as candidate for the
state treasurership, which also is
filled1 by the legislature.
Norman U. Greenlaw of Norway,
45-year-old businessman, appeared
with Robie for the secretary of
state’s job. Besides Burkett, there
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The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)

J

Sympathetic interest in a fellow Cecil 8. Copping, whom I was so
sufferer Is evidenced in the follow unfortunate as not to see during
ing letter received at this office his Rockland visit.
The card
from a valued subscriber, Mrs. O. shows “one of the modem con
G. Cuddy of 37 Tilton street, New veniences in the town we live In”
Haven. Conn.
—an open air ice skating rink, the
In the Dec. 7 Issue of your paper year around, at Westwood Village,
I read an article by Nancy S. Sav Calif.
age saying a member of her family
Editor Robbins of the Deer Isle
is 1U with a bad case of asthma. I
too, am a victim of asthma and Messenger has a very human way
know the ill effects experienced by of presenting commonplace Items.
that dreadful disease. I am so He speeded up my appetite with
thankful for the benefit I derived this one:
“Scallops Are Ripe! And now
a treatment that was given
“Uniformed Army of the from
to me, that if Mrs. Savage will proceeds the parade of paper pails,
Helping Hand" Keeps
send me her address, I will be only each containing a pint or quart of
Souls and Bodies Together too glad to pass it on to her. It Us the bonny sweet bivalves. Some
a remedy in which there is every will soon be swimming in scalding
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
reason to believe asthma sufferers milk—rich with yellow butter float
“So long as The Salvation Army will find new hope.
ing on top. Others will be sizzling
is in the field the public may feel
in the spider—golden nuggets of
certain that there is an unceasing
Here's a bit of good advice handed gustatory good. Others will be
fight for hungry and shelterless to me (but not for me, I trust) by eaten tn the raw—a confection, like
bodies with souls ln them, as well a fellow townsman:
marshmallows. In whatever form
as for souls in hungry bodies that
“Never shift your tongue into they pass the palate and enter your
have no abiding places.” Thus high gear until you are sure your digestive system they carry delight.
Happy are you if you live, as we do,
wrote the late Dr. John H. Fin brain is turning over.”
where these delicacies come direct
ley, editor of The New York Times,
from the briny to you via your
shortly before his death.
Christmas shoppers who had kitchen stove—tender as a woman's
While the uniformed army of
parked their cars too long on Main
the helping hand ls attempting street, were the most numerous heart and sweet as her kiss.”
day and night to keep souls and callers at the police station yes
It wouldn't be a bona fide Christ
bodies together for tens of thou terday. The fine is a modest one,
sands, it gives added attention to and whatever sting it might have mas saeson on Main street, par
the extreme needy during the carried was quickly forgotten ticularly at The Brook, if our
Christmas season. These Good thanks to tlie courteous manner neighbor, E. H. Crie, didn't have
Samaritans know that the burdens in which Police Chief Arthur D. something in the way of decora
tions on his store front. He has
of parents become lighter, and the Fish handled the cases.
The them again this year----- typical
whole family is made happier, parking limit is enforced in fair
Winter scenes which would instill
when there is nourishing food on ness to all concerned.
the Christmas spirit into a heart of
the Christmas table and toys in
flint.
children’s hands and warm cloth
The 1941 supply of hunting and
ing on their bodies.
fishing licenses arrived at the city
One year ago: Official figures
So for the 61st year in the clerk’s office yesterday. City Clerk showed that Henry E. Clukey of
United States, The Salvation Army Keene wears no long whiskers and Rockland led the New England
is now preparing its annual Christ would modestly deny that he is a j drivers In the Grand Circuit,—
mas distribution to the needy of Santa Claus, but he does remind ! George W. Leadbetter, formerly of
all races and creeds of our coun the sportsmen that one of the ! Rockland, was named as Com
try. These are persons which its licenses makes a right nice missioner of Institutional Service
officers find during visits to the Christmas present.
Incidentally I at Augusta.—The Friendly Foto
homes of and on the streets of Mr. Keene recently performed his Fans changed their name to the
our American towns and cities. 206th marriage ceremony.
Knox County Camera Club.—Natale
They are reached by no other or
Mazzeo was elected president of
ganization and are only partially
There are but 10 first class Post the newly formed union at the Van
factory.—Miss
aided by governmental agencies.
Offices in Maine. I am happy to ! Baalen Heilbrun
Last Winter, with the help of say that Rockland is one of them. Mary A. Rice. 75, died in Thomas
ton—“China Boy,” as presented by
its friends. The Salvation Army
gave 530,556 Thanksgiving and
Holiday greetings come to me, all Rockland High School was very
Christmas dinners to the needy the way across the continent, from i much of a success.
and, in addition, at least 363 703
children were made happy with
cotton stamp plans, reduction in
toys and warm clothing.
i distribution costs, continued em
The contributions in the Army's
phasis on conservation and fair
Christmas kettles on the street
Agricultural
Problems
returns
to labor as methods of pro
comers are insufficient to meet
tecting agriculture and developing
the cost of distribution. Further
Studied In Light Of
national unity for defense.
sums must be obtained from in
Current Needs
Other specific recommendations
dividuals. Your gift will be glad
ly received and wisely dispensed
Wallace E. Spear of North Noble included construction of a gasoline
by the Salvation Army institution boro has just returned from New line frbm the West to New Eng
land and the storage of grain sur
nearest to you.
York city, where he represented pluses on the Eastern seaboard as
Virginia Bowley led the devotions Lincoln County Farmers at the an defense measures for the Northeast
during Visitation Night at the Sun nual conference of the Northeast area.
Full reports of the conference
day Y.P.C.U. meeting.
It was Region of the AA.A. during the
along the Christmas theme. Ruth period Dec. 4-7. More than 500 will form the basis for carrying
Seabury read a beautiful Christ farmer committeemen, Extension out the AAA. program in the
mas story, “The Son of David,” workers, county agents, and repre Northeast during 1941.
currently in “Woman's Home Com sentatives of other agricultural
Try-outs for the Junior Class
panion.” The devotinonal meeting agencies in the nine Northeastern
ended with a Friendship Circle in States joined in discussing problems play, which will be presented in
which members, friends, and par of agriculture’s contribution to de connection with Kippy Kamival in
ents all took part. During the busi fense, and the adjustments which February, were held Friday after
ness meeting it was announced that may have to be made to protect ag noon, in the novel form of three
the annual YP.C.U. carolling and riculture in the face of present cne-act plays, with se*en characters
in each. The plays were coached
Christmas party would be held next world crisis.
by members of Thespian Society.
Sunday. Members are asked to
Mr. Spear ^ates that the confer
take box lunches and a nickel for ence paid particular attention to The name of the play and cast of
cocoa to be served. The carolling problems dealing with tlie interre- characters will be announced ln
will begin at 6, transportation being | la tion of various sections of the January.
furnished. Directly after this there I country, Interdependence of agri
will be the joke Christmas tree in culture, with labor and industry and
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the vestry of the church, followed i methods which could be employed
It I had my life to live again
by a short program. Ruth Seabury to expand the consumption of f. od would have made a rule to read eome
will take over active chairmanship as a health defense measure as poetry and listen to eome music at
once a week. The loee ot these
of the program committee and will well as a means of expanding the least
tastes le a loee of happiness.—Charles
be aided by Alice Bohn who has farmers’ market.
Darwin
done splendid work as temporary
TIIE SINGING LOG
Two farmer committees summed
program chairman. A committee up the Conference work in reports A whtff of wood smoke Alls the twilit
of five were appointed as refresh on “Agriculture's Part in Defense”
room
And licking little flames begin to
ment committee—Virginia Bowley, and “Agricultural Welfare.” The
leap
Christine Newhall, Lois Lindsey, committees considered shifts in Around the sturdy log. they shove the
gloom
Madelyn McConchie, and Ruth Mc production which will come as a
Into the cavern corners; shadows
Mahon.
rrcep
result of the loss of much of the
Up close and listen to the songs
export market, specifically recom
that keep
Japan is frowning on frivolity.
tryst with old and far off memories;
mended expansion of the food and A Long
vears of stretching toward the

What The “S. A.” Does

Farms In Defense

1

EMERY’S RADIO SERVICE
NOW LOCATED AT

SUPPER

Benefit Building Fund
of Owl's Head Grange

at

UNION STREET SHELL STATION

WESSAWESKEAG
GRANGE HALL
SOUTH THOMASTON

Next North of Narragansett Hotel

THURSDAY, DEC. 19

WENDELL EMERY, Prop.

Adults 35c. Children 20c
5.30 to 7.00
BEANO
DANCE
151-lt

Telephones 1308-W or 590-W
151’lt

sun.
The ceaseless, singing voice of many
trees.
The starry nights, and wind-tossed
victories;
Sweet hours of living ln the radiant
sun
Inhaling through green leaves the
vital glow.
And feeling energizing currents run
Through twig and bough to send
a flow
Of life to groping roots; and last,
to know
Tho Joy of sending up this white hot
blaze
Diffusing comfort ln a friendly room
With warmth and light absorbed
through Summer days.
The song grows still, gray ashes meet
our gaze.
—Marjorie Woody Scott. (Prom the
. Kansas City Star)

Every-Other-Day
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THEY’RE GOOD ON THE TRIGGER

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Book Review
(By K. S. F)

National W. C. T. U. Calls
Attention To Its Import
ance—Why France Failed
Replying to nationwide requests
that the W.C.T.U. assume the

Artists Say The Silliest Things.

by Ouy Pene Du Bois. Publishers.
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc.. New,
York.
As an art critic Mr. Du Bois has
the insight to be profound and
the honesty to be blunt. He spent
many years writing for numerous
departments in New York news
papers and editing an art tr> ,.izlne and spent much time r'
in deep study and when in P Is
he exhibited his work In the S
'
des Beaux Arts.
This is really an autobiogrci:
of this versatile artist's life ai.d
works and philosophy. He prcn cts America as a great art cente:
of the world, but not the greatest.
All the physical signs favor such
statement but America is seeking
not the highest culture but too
much bubbling and seething of
new methods; rather a volcanic
stew which may sometime burst
firth into a pure and regal flame.
Like other men he says. “I prattle
aoout the Joy of adventure." He
seyr the roots of real satisfaction
probably lie too deep for the sur
face skimmers to realize their ex
istence. This book is a free openhearted picture ot life in the arts
today. With a large collection of
illustrations of hts paintings at
the end. A fine piece of writing
beautifully bound and structured
artistically.

Sobriety In Army

Vi £

i

’

A Hockey Victory

1

Rockland High Pins 5 To 2
Defeat on St. George
Quintet

Left ii. -i; '.ii- Carl Griffith, executive officer: Clayton Clark, president;
Dr. E. <
1 tt, vice president; Raymond Sprowl. secretary-treasure.
The i tern Division Rifle Club hrld its annual banquet at their rifle
range in the Odd I ellow s hall Friday es ening and 25 members turned out
to do Justice tc ( lief Ed. Chisholm's offering of clam chowder and all the
fixings. During the meeting, which followed the dinner, the officers for
the coining year were elected as they are shown above in the picture,

- Photo by Cullen.
these additional letter slips and
if. when depositing a number of
letters or cards there, or in Street
Collection Boxes, they will face
them with the stamps in the up
per right-hand corner and tie thera
in bundles or with elastic bands
around them.

Piease mail all Christmas mall
as early as possible. This will in
sure Its delivery in ample time
for Christmas.
Corridors are open daily, except
Sunday, from 5 a m. until 8 30 p
m. On Sunday, from 10 a. m. un
til 2 p. m.
150-154

At Our Post Office
Postmaster James Connellan an
nounces the following schedule ef
fective at the Post Offlce beginning
Monday. Dec. 16th.
Beginning
Wednesday. Dec. 18. stamp win
dows will remain open until 7 p. m.
or later, lf necessary to accommo
date patrons cf the offlce. Three
window clerks will be on duty at
all times. On Sundav Dec 22d
stamp window will be open from
12 m. until 1.46 p. m.
On Christmas Day there will be
no delivery of mall, except gift
parcels, perishables and Special
Delivery' mail. Mails will be re
ceived and dispatched as usual.
Money order. Oeneral Delivery and
stamp windows will be closed al'.
day. Corridor will remain open
from 5 a. m. until 820 p. m.
The Postmaster also wishes to
call the attention of the patrons
of the offlce to the additional let
ter slips installed at the offlce. One
is for Special Delivery and Air Mail
onlv: the other for local mail only.
These two additional letter slips
will greatly expedite the delivery
ci ail mail during the holiday sea
son. It will be greatly appreci
ated if t),e public will make use of

Rockland High School opened
its season Sunday with a 5 to 2
victory over St. George. Elmer
Small scored three goals, and was
a big cog in his team's victory by
breaking through the St. George
defense many times when threat
ening to score. Carl KaUoch also
was up to mid-season form, carry
ing the puck through the entire
team time after time, only to have
the goalie make perfect stops. John
Storer and Emerson also played
fine hockey. The stars for St.
Oeorge were Melquist and Oerald
Hawkins.
It was the first time this season
that the Rockland beys had been
on Ice. and Coach David Maseo
states his team will be in good
condition after a weeks practice.
The summary"
Rockland High—Salo. lw; Kal
loch. c; Storer. rw; Emerson. Id;
Small, rd.
St. George—Melquist. lw; Haw
kins. c: Seastrom. rw; Smith. Id;
Polky. rd; Clark, g.
Substitutions. (Rockland) Mc
Conchie. Sylvestri. Staples: (St.
Oeorge) Daniels. Goals—Small 3.
McConchie.
Kalloch;
Hawkins,
Seastrom.

leadership of efforts to keep Ameri
ca's defense effort sober the na
tional officrs send out the follow
ing:
"Tlie National Woman's Chris
tian Temperance Union, organized
for “the protection of the home,
and the abolition of the liquor
traffic,” calls upon the citizens of
our country to defend the young
men now called to the defense of
the nation from alcohol—an enemy
which will undermine their health,
their physical strength, their men
tal faculties, their efficiency and
thus unfit them for the task to
which they are called and which
they gladly assume.
"These young me.., many scarce
ly more than boys, come in large
numbers from homes where high

moral and religious standards are
held; where safeguards for clean
living are miantained. Alcohol ln
smallest quantities affects the
brain and hence, skill and mental
acumen are impaired. These quali
ties are more highly important to
day in a defense program than
ever before. The man who pilots
the plane, the man who operates
the anti-aircraft gun. the man who
gives the orders must be mentally
alert, with, a brain pot dulled by
alcohol.
"One of the first effects of even
small quantities of alcoholic liquors
is to loosen tire tongue, and now
at a time when Fifth Columnists
ond spies from other countries are
seeking to gain military informa
tion which would harm oar coun

ant that American Army in 1917-18 has been
be served repealed.
The
distillers, the
brewers and vintners now have a
republic free field in the main,
us. The
"For the protection of cur counouncil of | try, the defense of our institutions
vernment , and the preservation of the lives
of liquor ! of our people, one of the most imy during portant measures to be taken is to
the past protect the men in uniform from
reported the use of alcoholic liquors,
le during
"We call upon all patriots, all
140. there who earnestly wish to see the
tremens. United States protect its citizenry,
nany de- to unite in an effort to secure leghe world Islation and the issuance of regufrom al- lations now possible to secure the
bstinence : accomplishment of the purpose for
• for the ' which our men have been called to
The fine j service—the defense of this coun
ited the I try from foreign aggresion."

Jinx For Union

1940
FUR COATS
WHAT BETTER MORE SATISFYING GIFT:
have a large slock. lf we haven't txactly
what you want, we will gladly get it.

Custom Tailored Furs
MODERATE PRICE

Get a Whipping In South
China Friday the
Thirteenth
Friday the 13th was no Jinx for £
the Erskine Academy boys' basket- ! V
ball team in South China, as they
easily defeated Union High School M
by a 38 to 18 score. Not so fortu- St
nate were the local girls as they ~
dropped a one-point decision to the
Union girls 21 to 20.
With the two forwards. Kenoyer
and Taber teaming up. the Erskine
boys soon ran up a comfortable lead ”
which they protected throughout
the battle. Kenoyer was high scorer
with 20 points, with Taber contrib- £
uting a dozen counters
In a nip and tuck battle all the
way the Union girls managed to
squeeze through in the fading moments of the game for the onepoint win.
Sr
The summary:
W

We Are Proud Indeed Of Our Huge Gift Stocks This Year—Practical, Sensible Gift
That Live With Your Loved Ones and Serve Them Year After Year. Visit Our Gre<
Store. We Are Entirely At Your Command.

V

“BURPEE’S—HOME OF A THOUSAND SATISFYING GIFTS”

Sr
M
W
K
y
M
R
y

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
SCHOOL STREET,

M

Erskine

WATER HEATERS
RANGES
REFRIGERATORS

KITCHEN HEATERS
WASHERS
IRONERS

Kenoyer. rf t.
Taber, lf ....
Lockhart, c .
Clowes, rb ...
Pinkham. lb.

Rich, lb ..
Hart, ro ....
Marion, c
Oleason, lf
Lanard, rf

Referee, Hussey; time, lour 8 s.
—Kennebec Journal.

We are moving to our new store the first of the year.
We do not plan to move any “Used Appliances” with
us. We have cut the prices to the bone. We intend to
clean house now. You should see the “Many Real
Values” early.
1

Model “M ' Easy Washer, with Wringer and Vac. Cups.........................

1 Model “R " Easy Washer with Spin Basket and Vac. Cups.........................

1 Model “D" Easy Washer with Spin Basket and Agitator...........................
1 E4 Universal White Porcelain Kitchen Heater ...............................................
1 50-Gal Sepco Automatic Water Heater, installed............................................
1 M71 Buckeye Refrigerator...........................................................................................
1 P60 Mohawk Refrigerator.........................................................................................

1 R55 General Electric Refrigerator........................................................................

3 273 Kelvinator Refrigerators...................... *........................................................

1

C783 Kelvinator Refrigerator..................................................................................

1

R5 General Electric Refrigerator..........................................................................

1
1

8-Cu. Ft. Frigidaire Refrigerator..........................................................................

1

AL73 Westinghouse Refrigerator, new unit, 4 year guarantee...............

1

8946 Universal Combination Range

1

RA82 Hotpoint Range, White (installed)

R42 Kelvinator Refrigerator.....................................................................................
(installedelectrically) ..............

..............................................

1 954 Universal Range (installed) ..........................................................................
2 RA39 Hotpoint Ranges, White (installed)

.....................................................

$14.95
24.50
29.50
19.50
49.50
14.95
29.50
29.50
19.50
39.50
29.50
49.50
34.50
59.50
79.50
79.50
29.50
69.50
99.50

3 HH64 Westinghouse Ranges (installed) ............................................ each
These are as good as new. Original list 51C9.95.
Glass look-in oven doors. Surface lights. Extra heat units. Used only a little
as demonstrators. White porcelain finish.

CEHTRAIAM *SI
POWti?ztCAil'A»ST

385 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME

Comique Theatre
The Comique Theatre is fortu
nate in obtaining “The Hit Parade
of 1941.' This brilliant musical
comedy established a record for
amusement and entertainment.
Principals in charge of the singing
are Kenr.y Baker and Frances
Langford, supplying songs singu
larly and together backed by Six
Hits and a Miss, of Radio fame,
plus a chorus. Ann Miller ac
counts for the tap routines in her
own inimitable fashion.
She
comes directly to Hollywood after
a successful season on Broadway.
Heading the division in charge of
comedy is Hugh Herbert, with
Patsy Kelky. Franklin Pangborn,
Mary Boland and others.
This production was previewed
at
the
Warners’
Hollywood
Theatre to an audience which
manifested its approval to the ex
tent of staying on to the finish in
spite of an earthquake which
rocked the building some 10
minutes before the finale.
It plays in Camden Wednesday
and Thursday.

A Masonic assembly will be held
Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Rankin, Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Ccombs in charge. Those
not solicited will take sandwiches.
Baptist Ladies’ Circle meets
Wednesday afternoon at the church
parlors.
Mr and Mrs. Bonnie Quinn and
young son Paul, spent Monday in
town.
John D. Van Deveer of Brattle
boro, Vt., was weekend guest of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stevenson, Jr.
Mr. Van Deveer was greatly im
pressed with Camden, and particu
larly with the Ski Trails and Snow
,Bowl Area.
Miss Teresa Arau, who has been
, spending a few days in Portland,
returned home Saturday.
Brazil is organizing flying clubs.

An Attractive Group of

Club and Side
Chairs

This is the year to replace the old dining room suite
and Christmas is the time of year

They are graceful in de
sign and of almost un

believable comfort.

Handsome Tables
For every corner of the
home.

They make the

“finished” homes.

Table and Chair
These exceptional

values in fine furni

Our new living room suites
are handsome—-and very
reasonable in price. Prices
are due to rise.

ture will provide you

with more than one
practical,

not - ex

pensive gift idea!

Tapestry Club Chair
Leather Club Chair
Damask Side Chair
Tapestry Side Chair

Magazine Rack

•

•

Tray Table

SHOP FOR CHRISTMAS AT BURPEE’S

BED ROOM SUITES
What a happy holiday a new bedroom suite woul.l
mean in your home. The new models are handsome.

Christmas Comes But Once a Year—Make 1940 a memorable anniversary with a gift that'carries its mes
sage through the years. We invite you to stroll through all the departments of our great store. You will
flnd there a happy solution to your Christmas problems.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Dec
18 Rockport Silver tea by
Btptlst Ladles' Circle at Mrs Thurston
Spear's.
Dec. 20—Warren Radio Round Up
Revue at Glover hall.
Dec. 21—Camden Benefit Christmas
party at Opera House by Doris Heald
School of Dancing.
Dec. 22—Waldoboro—Dedication of
Waltz Funeral Home
Dec 22—Warren-Christmas pageant.
"Why the Chimes Rang," at the Con
gregational Church.
Dec 22 Warren—Christmas pageant
"The Other Wise Man" at the Bap
tist Church
Dec. 25—Christmas Day
Dec.
26 Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club Christmas Ball at Community
Building
Dec 30- Winter term of city schools
begins

The Weather
Mild as to temperature, but cut
ting up the usual tantrums inciden
tal to early Winter. Yesterday's
light snow and rain provided such
slippery goin’ that the man with
out accident Insurance didn't dare
say his soul was his own. Keep
your car under control and shaw
purly.

Night parking regulations during
the holiday season relate only to
Saturday* night. At other times
the auto owners may use their own
discretion.
An injured man, who had appar
ently been struck by a hit and run
driver, was found near the Com
munity Building Sunday night by
the athletic Instructor James Flan
agan. At Knox Hcspital, where the
patient, Joseph Nemeth of Springfield, Mass, was attended by Dr
Weisman, it was found that one hip
was broken and that he was se
verely injured about the head. The
matter was investigated by State
Patrolman Harold Mitchell, Patrol
man Roland Sukeforth and Patrdman Harold Philbrook.
BORN

Martin At Vinalhaven. Dec. 15. to
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Mart.n. a son.
Beal Port Clyde Dec. 16. to Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Beal, a daughter.

MARRIED
Moore-Hall—At Thomaston. Dec 15.
David Harold Moore and Miss Theresa
Louise Hall, both of WatervUle. By
Rev. Donald F Perron
Khaw-Goodwin it
Rockland. Dec
14. Charles W Shaw and Mildred F
Goodwin both of Bath.—By E R
Keene, J. P.

DIED

The county offices at the Court
House will be closed Wednesday
afternoon out of respect to the late
Ccunty Commissioner Foy W.
Brown, whose funeral will be held
at 2 p. m. at the North Haven Bap
tist Church.
A WELCOME GIFT

The stores of Rockland offer
almost anything anybody might
want to buy for a Christinas
present, but there's always an
easy solution if you are puzzled.
The Courier-Cazette can be sent
into any place in the United
States three times a week for $3.
and we do the mailing. Tlie re
cipient will be grateful to the
sender 156 times a year.

Harding—At Orange. N J., Dee. 13.
Oeirge W Harding, aged 81 years. 10
months 13 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clolk from the reatence of Min
nie Harding at 123 Cedar St Inter
ment at the Achorn cemetery. Rev
C. A. Marstaller officiating.
Robishaw At Rockland. Dec. 17.
Ronald Robishaw. aged 5 years.
Burpee—At Rockland. Dec. 15. Wil
liam Partridge Burpee, aged 94 years.
8 months. 2 days. Funeral Wednes
day at 2 o'clock from the First Bap
tist Church
Brown At Rockland. Dec. 15. Wil
liam E Brown, aged 62 years. 3 months
11 days. Funeral Friday at 2 p. m
Irom 328 Limerock street.
Simmons—At Rockport. Dec. IS. Arvella R Simmons, aged 73 years. 10
months. 1 day
Funeral Wednesday
at 2 p. tn from Russell funeral par
lors.
Corroran At Thomaston. Dec 15.
William J Corcoran, aved 46 years.
4 months. 11 days.
In’«rment ln
Calvary cemetery. South Boston.

US. PAT. OFFICE

Santa Claus in person is at Senter Crane’s Toyland every day, 1# to
11 and 3 to 4 o'clock, to welcome the youngsters and receive their messages.
All children are cordially invited to eome up.

John O’Sullivan. Jr., was in
Municipal Court yesterday, charged
with obtaining goods under false
pretenses, from the Boston Shoe
store. He pleaded guilty, and was
fined $20 and costs. The fine was
suspended and he was placed on
six months probation. The case
was handled by the sheriff de
partment.

Funeral services for County Com
missioner Foy W. Brown will be
held at North Haven Baptist Church
Wednesday afternoon at 2 oclock
The launch Jean, with accommo
CARD OF THANKS
dations for 30. will make thc trip
In behalf of the Girl Scouts of
from Rockland, leaving the Public
Rockland, and myself. I wish to
Landing at 12 noon.
thank Douglas Perry, Franklin Blais

dell. Harrison Dow. Dennis Trask.
Margurlete Johnson. Robert Ouptill.
members of the Olrl Sccut commit
tee and any others who helped In
any way to make our recent musical
program "The Blue Bonnet Varieties
of 1940" a success. 1 also wish to
express personal thanks to the Olrl
Scouts for the beautiful flowers.
Mrs E E Trask. Jr .
•
Capt. Olrl Scout Troops 2 and 3.

RESOLUTIONS
Whereas, lt has pleased Almighty
God. ln Hls divine wisdom, to remove
from our midst. Mrs Mary St. Clair;
Therefore, be It resolved, that the
Bv Edwin Libbv Relief Corps
Twentieth Century Club has lost art
esteemed member, and that they ex
tend deepest sympathy to the be
reaved family, and doubt not. that
their strong faith in Him "who doeth
with COLD MEATS AND SALADS all things well." will sustain and com
them
For faith looks beyond
150-151 fort
the gloom, to the bliss and Joys of
heaven.
Be It further resolved, that a page
of our records be Inscribed to the
memory of our departed members;
that a copy of these Resolutions be
sent to the family and also printed
ln The Courier-Gazette
Alice A. Gardner
Edith V. Buzzell
Minetta A Paul

SUPPER

Q Ad.e'.vnn

Wocster.

Charles

Libby.

lw >«<•
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“HOP-TO-IT" NOW!

OUR SKI BOOTS ARE RIGHT
Cut Right, Fit Right, Wear Right!

Priced Right
«<WA'aircx' :«<<«vc<!<«<z«t««<c!c<tM4(

“SKIS”

SCHOOL SPECIAL

right work.

Ridge Top Skis, $5.95

James

.

___ . „
I Hayes, Fred Howard. Everett RlchJackie Tisher of Waterville won ards
young, Luther A.
a decision over Eddie Staski of clark cf
j.
Dexter Friday night ln a six-round clark Merton ,payson Allie Dunmain bout at the Park street arena. Un Aaron CUrk and Earl Mort.
Fisher had lus opponent down | gomerJ.. Supper was „.rved un.
three times. Siziskl being saved der the
of Mr nemlng
twice ty the bell. In the semi manager of the band, and Mr.
final. Butch Wooster was too much Montgomery. The Rockland band
for Salem Thomas of Waterville, was guest of the Belfast musicians
and won cn a technical knockout, last week, attending the 50th an
in the third round. Two other niversary of the founding of that
good bouts were the top prelim, 1 organization.
Alton Wooster fighting Booby
Pooler to a draw, and the first pre
I want a dog for Christmas. He
lim, with Ycung Terry of Rxk- I will have good home. Must be* J
port and Battling Vernon staging used to children and not too large*!
a punch-fest. Vernon scored a a dog. Lloyd Rhodes, Tel. 691-R —
knockout.
I adv.
!j

We have your size.

Precision Toe Irons.
pair $3.50 r ALL SLEDS WITH ROPE.
and good to $8.50
Good Enough Ski
Boots,
4.98
Poles to match, 1.19

98c

Complete Outfit with

CARLTON

Free Course Instruction

$14.50
wiwwrcxwoMMi:*

** Tiro-in-One’*

Pastry Cabinet
Keeps cakes, pies, cookies
and other foods fresh, clean
and tasteful. One-piece snapon handle makes it conveni
ent to carry foods on outings,
socials, etc. Choice of many
gay colors with hand-painted
decorations.

.j

S

C-CXM-UiiCX'C’SMikiSiC'-I'b’C’eXMlCC'k’MieWS'-Clf-CX’J'CX'il'-IX'C'-t'tiC'-C'tM’k*

TRUCKS

PERSONAL SCALES

Jy

Colors; Black. Orchid. While, Green
and Ivory

g

$2.79

$1.25

FOR ANY BUSINESS
For Small atld Larger Boys

mkvtbwimwvunxrnvmii

(<'«(< «««•<!<(sc; fr
ELECTRIC MIXERS

TREE HOLDERS, 50c
With Water Cup, Keeps Tree Moist

<««« w'S’cxxwirgieftM

POLISHING HEAD

Beano at the Elks every Friday
night
129-tf

AT THE

At the Methodist Church
Saturday, December 21

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

THE

SHOW TIMES

ELECTRIC SHOP

TUESDAY ONLY, DEC. 17

TREE FOR EVERY MALE BRANCH

151-152

WALDO THEATRE

$10.95
e<<w<!s<««^'C'€)eig«<sw5<
ELECTRIC HEATING PADS

THERE’S SOMETHING ON THIS

5.00 to 7.00 o’clock

35c

with
Mary Beth Hughes
Gregory Ratoff, John Payne,
Lionel Atwill, Edward Brophy
WEDNESDAY ONLY, DEC, 18
Christmas Benefit Performance

Presenting one of your favorite
films
MARLENE DIETRICH
JAMES STEWART

in
Universal's comedy-melodrama

“DESTRY RIDES AGAIN”
The proceeds from the special
tickets which are sold for this
performance—whether used or
not by you—will go towards food
baskets and toys to be distribut
ed as Christmas gifts to needy
families in this locality.

E. K. JONES

a care in the world?

YOU BET WE DO.

$2.95-$4.95

t£And what about a gift for that serious chap

SO CAMDEN ST.,

ROCKLAND
Open Every Evening Through
The Holiday Season

HERE IN STOCK, TOO.

•*Did we leave out Dad . . . and Grandpa . . .
and Uncle Ned?

DANCING
Every Wed.

A THOUSAND TIMES NO.

•*We've even joined the Army and have gifts

AT

GLEN
COVE

for the boys who will have to hang their stock
ing up in a tent!

Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

LOUNGING ROBES $5.95 to $15.00

57Ttf

LOUNGING SHIRTS, $12.95 to $15.00
SKI PANTS
SKI JACKETS

SWEATERS
LUGGAGE

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Servic*

Ambulance Service

• • •
>

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

EXTENSION CORDS
20c
6 Ft.
25c
9 Ft.
35c
12 Ft.
49c
15 Ft.
C'C'TC'C'O
SETS OF DISHES
32-Piece Set .... $2.98-$4.75
53-Piece Set ... $10.00-$ 15.50
KNOWLES UTILITY WARE
Fruit Design
Cookie Jar.......... ........ $1.50
3-Piece Refrigerator Set.. 1.25
Ice Pitcher.................. 1.00
Range Set ................ •. 1.00
Covered Casserole ........ 1.25
Salad Set, 3-pc.............. 1.00

who has been calling on Sara a lot lately? HE S

151-152

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

MOCCASINS
SPORT COATS

BILL FOLDS

S'

GREGORY’S
|

416 MAIN*STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 294

CARVING TOOLS

$1.00 to $8.00 each
<rc<Mi8ww<m%trcicwrcifiiciMiMinwM
HALL QUALITY CHINA

fdjDo we have gifts for young men who haven't

Electrical Appliances
Servicing and Repairing

SLIPPERS

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

SOLDERING IRONS

OF THE FAMILY.

Call 639-J

“THE GREAT PROFILE’’

IS COMPLETE
Pyrex makes useful gifts

$2.75

of all kinds

JOHN BARRYMORE
ln

OUR PYREX UEPAHfMENT

g

PUBUC SUPPER

Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3 00

Weak ankles adjusted to

Figure PoLse with Figure Skates.

WtOCWCMOMiCXWKWteK'f

ELKS DANCE
ELKS HOME

SKATES
We recommend the proper skate for the

skates.

THURSDAY. DEC. 19
Baked Bean Supper. 25c

Wednesday, Dec. 18

. ftCKTrNITCr:

I

The Rockland City Band was
host Sunday afternocn to the Bel
fast City Band, for rehearsal and
iobster stew supper at tht Legion
hall, followed by a theatre party.
It was the third annual gather
ing, and a joint concert is planned
for sometime during the Winter
season. Present from Belfast were
Director Harold W Kellay. Assis
tant Director Vernon Hardy, Hugh
Mosher, Earl Hammond. Seldon
Gillam, Theodore Cojllns, Robert
Jenrtey and Edward Commerford. j
In the Rockland group were Di- :
rector George A. Law. Assistant |
Director Charles Montgomery of
Owls Head. Thcmas J. Fleming.
Elmer Trask. Jr., Milton M Griffin,
Edward M. Hayes. Emo Crozier.
Russell Nash. Ray Newton. Ansel

_____

Where Je«us watches him so carefully
And I know he has God's love.
Hls mother only had him
One week until hls death.
She ls glad he ls ln heaven
Where she knows he will bt at rest
Mother

Catalogue of
Power Tools
on request

William E. Brown, who had long
been ln the employ of the Central
Maine Power Company died yes
terday at his home 328 Limerock
street. Funeral services at the
residence Friday at 2 p. m.. Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald officiating.

Funeral services for William P.
Burpee who died Tuesday at hls
home cn Park street, will be held
at the First Baptist Church Wed
nesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald officiating.

Tire University of Maine basket
ball season (varsity) begins Jan. 9
and closes Feb. 26. This team won
IN MEMORIAM
the State championship in 1938-39
In loving memory ol my beloved
brother Edwin G Ludwig, who passed and tied for It last season. The
away Dec. 16. 1934
Freshman team, coached by Sam
Mrs. William T. Smith
Sezak. opens Its season Jan. 8,
Thomaston.
*
when it plays Old Town High, and
IN MEMORIAM
ends Its schedule Feb. 26. Last
In memory of my baby, Kenneth season the Frosh won 12 and lost
Alton
one.
My little angel baby son

A good home is offered some dog.
preferably before Christmas. Lloyd
Rhodes, Tel. 691-R. recently lost
his dog and the two children are
anxious for a successor. The dog
must not be too large, and used to
children.
Was taken to hls home above.

Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for
Furs; Burdell's Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
in every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
School street. Rockland.
107-tf

SANTA CLADS AT SENTER CRANE'S,

8

Ms»S.XSASi3iSl5*SiSiSA2iSi>l3iS«SlMai3iai34jtSi».I.a5a»»i>»SA*a*Mai>iai

Casseroles, Teapots, Eatter
Bowls, Cookie Jars, Bowls and
Pitchers

69c-$1.98
LUNCHEON SETS
17-Pc. Pastel Shades .... $1.98
17-Pc. Gold Band.......... 2.35
SALAD SETS
Cut Glass. 8-Pc............... $1.49
China, 8-Pc...................... 2.95
CASSEROLES

5 Tools and Stone,
6 Tools,

$2.25
$3.98

FOR THE YOUNG CARPENTER

Pyrex, China, Fiesta Colors
Priced from 40c-$2.25
Largest Assortment in Town

CORN POPPERS

Wire Basket Style,
Electric.

u
Bla
TOYS
HARDWARE
328 MAIN STREET

45c-$1.09 «
$1.19 £

&

Blue Metal Box, 98c

SPORTING GOODS 3
ROCKLAND, MAINE
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ST. GEORGE

Gates to the Temple,” tenor solo
by Roger Teague, and a selection by
the Junior choir.
The cast is: Charles Wilson, Her
bert Kenniston, Clifton Meservey.
Sterling Stackhouse. Carl Perry
Maurice Davis, Fred Kenniston.
Emery Simmons, Alfred Wyllie,
Herbert Simmons. Percy Kenniston,
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston. Janet Kennisten, Mrs Helen Bomeman, Donaid Farris. Joseph Leonard, Robert!
Wotton, Chester Wyllie, Phyllis
Perry.
j
Stage setting costuming will be in
the brilliant hues of the far East,
enhanced by the use of special
lighting effects.

UNION

grade room. Grades V and VI
(Mrs. Heath, teacher) entertained
the children from grades I and II
with a program by Priscilla Alden,
Priscilla Hawes, Nathalie jMcKinley, Joan Hall. Florence Griffin,
Charlotte Young. Ruth McKinley,
Christine Williams, Carolyn Mer
One of the Largest and Best Selections
rifield, Norma Hawes, Ruth Mc
We
Have
Ever
Kinley, Carolyn Merriefield, Joan
Brown, Basil Brown. Carols and
other songs were given by the j
schools in chorus.
Mrs. Ida Creighton has returned
to Washington. D. C. She was ac
companied as far as Boston by Mr.
and Mrs. John Creighton. Mrs.
Creighton will observe her 91st
birthday in a few days.
Wilbur Thurston was In Boston
this week on business.
Mrs. Arthur Robbins. Appleton,
entertained the “Mothers" Friday.
Ruth McKinley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. R. W McKinley, observed
her 10th birthday Wednesday by
entertaining Marilyn Payson, Elaine
Ross, Eleanor Thomas, Charlotte
Young. Joan Brown, Christine Wil
REAL IRISH LINENS
liams, Joan Hall. Caroline Merri
Hand Embroidered
Hand Rolled Hems
field. Priscilla Alden. Norma Hawes,
Priscilla Hawes and Geraldine
29c, 39c, 50c each
Hannon.
Community Club met last Tues
LADIES’ BOXED
day with Mrs. Irving Tuttle in
HANDKERCHIEFS
charge of the program. Mrs. Mar
Colored and White
lon Alden, Mrs. Caroline Abbott
Embroidered
and Mrs. Arthur Stewart were
Dainty Boxes
hostesses. The usual Christmas
Only
boxes will be sent out under the I
25c,
35c, 50c
direction of Mrs. Edith Bowes ,
The club has recently bought five i
3 in a box
flags, one given to each grade1
BOYS’
room and one to the High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gerald
HANDKERCHIEFS
were given a reception and shower]
Colored Borders
Wednesday at Odd Fellows hall.
MEN’S ALL-LINEN
The newlyweds received many use
ful gifts, among which was a set,
HANDKERCHIEFS
Mrparh
17c, 25c. 50c each
luceacn
of lovely dishes from the Odd PeP
lows in which order Mr. Gerald b|
The Quality Is Of the Best—The Prices Lowest
Vice Grand. Dancing was enjoyed
and refreshments were served
The newly organized local bas
ketball team. Stags, won from
Rockland A&P team Wednesday, I
37-31.
Mrs. A. E. Ames entertained
TWO or 3 room Inquire
furnished
apt
to
at 12B
WARWednesriav evpninir in honor tf
tn tbla culumn no. let on Warren St Ing
weanesaaj evening in nonor «-i wAdvertisement.
Mceed three lines inaerAU onoe foi ren or ll JAMES sT
131-tf

Mrs. Laura Daniels was a busi
Carl Skoglund and Stein SkogWARREN
ness visitor Friday in Rockland.
lund are home from Wisconsin
ft ft
where they have had employment.
Mrs. Sarah Wentworth and three
MRS LOUISE MTILER
ALENA L STARRETTr
Tlie Orange hall has beep redaughters of East Union called
celvlng a new coat of paint under
Correspondent
Correspondent
Friday on friends here.
the supervvision of C. A. Hilt.
fi ft ?: S
ftftftft
Communion services were held
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brewster
Sunday at the Methodist Church.
Tei. an
Tel 46
of Rockland and Mrs. Oliver Kallio
The choir sang a beautiful anthem.
, „ _
| and daughters, Maxine and Rosalie,
Tlie monthly dinner will be held
The Congregational Brotherhood
The Janies A Waite Funeral were gUests Sunday of Wilford
Friday. Husbands and friends are
meets Thursday night at the chapel
Home will be dedicated Sunday. Robinson
jnvjted..
Dec. 22 at 2 oclock. Ret. Oscar O. i Members of the Sunday School with John Welch, w’arden of the
Seven Tree Grange is to work
Barnard and Rev. Harold Nutter are preparing for a Christmas con- State Prison as speaker. Members
third and fourth degrees on a class
offlciating. Open house w.ll be cert ancj tree a( yle cilurch Thurs- not solicited for the supper are
of candidates Wednesday night,
asked to furnish sweets.
observed from 2 to 5 and from 7 jay night,
Luncp wm
served after wnich
Those
who
attend
the
Christmas
to 91 Ollie Barter returned to his home
there
will
be
a
Christmas tree and
Mrs. Lettie Collamore of Long in Auburndale, Mass., Sunday after party for the Baptist Churc l
program.
Island, Friendship is visiting Mrs spending several days with Mr. and School Wednesday night at the Congregational Supper W orkers
The W.C.T.U. will meet at the
Committtes appointed for sup
i Mrs. A C. Hocking, coming here to Montgomery rooms, are requested
Alfred Davis.
home of Mrs Bertha Bryant
Mrs Eudora Miller and Mrs Ida helP celebrate the birthday of his to take a ten-cent gift for the tree pers for the coming year in the Thursday at 2.30. A good attend
Time of the pageant presenta Congregational Ladies' Circle are: ance is desired as there are im
Soule will entertain the Susannah mother' Mrs- Elizabeth Barter.
Wesley Society Thursday after- I Officers and members of St. tion at the churches Sunday are Jan. 9. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. portant matters to be considered
noon at Mrs. Miller's home on °eorRe uGran8e motored ™ursday 5 p. m. at the Congregational
The Loyal Temperance Legion held
Pleasant street.
8011111 Warren where they con’ Church and 7 p. m. at the Bap Flora Peabody. Mrs. Olive Boggs, annual meeting Dec. 10 at the
ferred
the
Third
and
Fourth
de

and
Mrs.
Carrie
Wyllie.
tist Church. Following the Con
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eugley,
v h ,La»
Ann. Rforrett Mrs
home °f *">* Ware
TheSe °ffl"
grees. Several from this Orange gregational pageant the Church
P
T^fherine «rs were
President, MilMrs. Virgil Wallace and Mrs. Aus
also attended Limerock Valley Po and Church School Christmas tree Mary Halligan,
i
Best; vice president, Norma
tin Miller visited Thursday in
mona Saturday in South Thomas- will be held, special music arranged Moody. Mrs. Alice Mathews, Mrs.
Bangor.
Howard; secretary. Iva Howard;
Helen Maxey: March 13 — Mrs. treasurer, Hester Cargill; flower
also.
Mrs. Lillian Mank is a patient j
rMuU of thp Red
Mrs. Alice Moody of Union has Laura Starrett. Mrs. Mary Moore, mission, Joyce McEdward; leader.
at Knox Hospital.
fOr tne wlley s Corner section of
been guest of Mrs. Charels Webb Mrs Katie Starrett. Mrs. Eliza Miss Bertha Moody.
Otis Ellis and son. Alfred at- the Town wa5 ven.
beth Munsey. Mrs. Marion French.
Schools closed Friday for two
tended the 50th anniversary cele- New Members are: oiadvs Hocking and now ls companion for Mrs.
Apr'l 10. Mrs. Uda Russe’l Mrs. weeks vacation with apropriate
bratlon of the Belfast Band in Bel-| Carrie Thomas. Dora’ Hawkins, Ella Caler.
Julia Watts. Mrs. Edna White. Mrs. Christmas exercises held ln each
Rev. and Mrs. Will Kelley of
fast recently.
Mrs. james Soutar. Florence RobGrace Campbell, Mrs. Abbie New
Charles C. Lilly Post A. L. and jpson, Ella Robinson, Grace Kin- Oakland were here Thursday to
bert; May 8—Mrs Willis Vinal,
Auxiliary held their annual Christ-! nev
Margaret Gilchrest, Helen finish closing their home for the
the fall term are: Leon Mathews.
Mrs. Mildred Starrett, Mrs Pearl
mas party Monday in Grand Army Thomas. Marianne Skcglund. Mrs. Winter.
Bertha Anderson. Virginia Moody,
Boggs Mrs. Alice MacDougall. Mrs.
hallIs Olsen, Ahnond C. Hall, Geneva
Mrs. Viola Durgin will be the
Jeannette Overlock. Sherman Sim
Pearl Ordway.
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest e. Hall, Mrs. George Barnes Wins- chairman of the Baptist Circle
mons, Ruth Starrett, Joan Smith,
June 12—Mrs. Eleanor Barrett,
and son David have returned from ;Ow Robinson, J. E. Kinney, Mrs. J. I supper Thursday
Richard Butler. Ethel Wotton.
Mrs
Ruby
Kalloch,
Mrs.
Lillian
a visit in Hamilton, Mass.
c.
Robinson, Edward Hilt, Wlni- ( Members of Ivy Chapter. OES.
Ruth Young. Eleanor Fales, Phyl
Mathews. Mrs. Gertrude Hahn.
Leland Johnston and Harold fred Smalley, Austin Kinney. John who attended the recent neighborMrs. Mildred Berry, Mrs Alice lis Smith.
Nash are in Boston on business.
R. Williams, Clark Island, Emil ■ hood part)’ held in Thomaston by
Schools closed Friday for two
Waits: July 10—Mrs. Carrie Wyllie.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller and Ruuski, Long Cove, Wilho Elgland Grace Chapter, were Mr. and Mrs.
weeks. In all the schools the last
family were guests Sunday of Mr, 1 ong Cove, Mrs. henry Caddy. Mrs j William H. Robinson. Mrs. Abbie Mrs. Lillian Shaw, Mrs. Catherine day were Christmas programs,
Moody, Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs.
and Mrs. Forrest Fogg ln Bangor. M M Kinney, Mrs Henry Ewell Newbert, Mrs. Ethel Griffin, Mrs.
Anna Starrett. Mrs. Flora McKel- tree. Santa Claus and all the fix
Miss Joan Burnheimer is pass Albert Smalley, Jane Smalley Do- j Helen Maxey, Mrs. Edna White,
ings.
nations were received from Mrs I Mrs. Laura Starrett. Miss M. Grace lar. Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, Miss
ing a few days in Boston.
Wi’h Emily Smith as narrator,
Rosa
Spear.
James Flett of Ossining. N. Y., Anna Riley, Mrs. Percy Jones. Mrs. Walker, Miss Eda St. Clair all of
pupils of the Malcolm Corner pri
July
24
—
Mrs.
Laura
Starrett,
has been a recent visitor here. He August Elo. and Mrs. Ada Jenkins. | this town. Miss Ida Stevens of
mary school gave a Christmas
A. C. Hocking was in Philadel Rockland. Mrs. Lilia Ames and Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Evelyn program. Students taking part
was accompanied home by Mrs.
Robinson.
Mrs.
Alice
Mathews.
Flett who had been called here by phia last week to attend the funeral , Edgar Crawford of Thomaston,
were: Carolyn Littlehale, Waneta
The Happy-Oo-Luckies 4-H Club Mrs. Grace Simmons. Miss Frances Booker; Oswald Waisenen. Earl
the illness of her mother, Mrs. of Andrew Meehan, going from
Spear.
Miss
Mary
Wyllie,
Mrs.
Uda
there to Washington. D. C. to help will meet Thursday afternoon and
Emma Hagerman.
Gammon. Donald Booker. Mary J.
promote the sale of paving block enjoy a Christmas party at the Russell.
Ernest L. Prock
Aug. 4—Mrs. Carrie Smith. Mrs. Boggs: Esther Smith. Sadie Gam
for federal airports and roads.
home of Mrs. Beulah Lord, local
Corinne
Perkins. Mrs. Jessie Walk mon. Russell Overlock. Charles
Ernest L. Prock. 70. died Friday
leader.
er.
Mrs.
Marjorie Spear. Mrs. Bowden. Robert Hooper. Reginald
in Rockland. He was born in ROCKVILLE
A steam heating unit is being inHeath. Gleason Pratt. David
Winslow Mills, son of Webster and
—■— 23 eenta. three tlmee for 30 cents
—7Z==-£7==,,..’ —
Chickawaukee Pond is entirely I stalled at the new Junior High Eleanor Pipkin. Mrs. Adelaide Nor Murphy, Morgan Barbour. Ar
ATTRACTIVE apartment, recently
dltlonal Unea five eenta each for one redecorated
wood. Mrs. Mary Moore. Miss M.
Emma Prock and had lived his frozen over and some have even School building,
to let. on Ll»le St Light
STATE OF MAINE
lene
Boggs.
Faye
Payson.
Philip
time. 10 eenta for three times. Five and heat furnished
TEL 1178 !30-IS2
Grace
Walker.
Mrs.
Ruth
Phil

Knox, as
entire life there. Mr. Prock was dared to skate upon it and ice fish ■ ivy Chapter, OES will hold a
•mall words to a line
Gammon,
Barbara
Leathers,
Phyl

Knox
County
Probate
Court
SEVEN-room
tenement on Crescent
brook.
Miss
Lillian
Russell.
Mrs.
a respected citizen.
He leaves
Good sized cakes of ice are being Christmas party and tree Friday
In Equity.
St . to let; newly papered and whit
lis Payson. Lucille Perry. Willis
HOMER E ROBINSON. TRUSTEE
several
nieces,
nephews
and cut and hauled to Rockland from night after the stated meeting, Eva Perry.
ened flush. lights and water. 812. TEL.
Perry,
Richard
Overlook.
Merrick
VS
•
785 R______ _____ _________ 151*133
Aug. 28—Men's supper, George
cousins as well as many friends. Rocky Pond.
each member privileged to invite
MARY E HAINES ET ALS
Beane.
Floyd
Mank.
Robert
LittleKEY
ring
lost
Saturday
or
Sundav
TWO-room furnished apt to let.
To the Knox County Probate Court,
Funeral services were held SunSchool closed Friday for a two- a child. Committees are: Decora- W. Walker, chairman.
containing three keys, cockscrew and after Sunday: hot water use of bath;
hale. Geo-ge Maker. Barbara Soule tn Equity:
Sept.
11
—
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Munsey,
adults
only 23 Cedar St TEL 8A3-J
day at the Waltz funeral home, weeks' vacation. The Christma-’ tion.
Carrie Smith, and Miss
Hemer E Roblnaon of Rockland ln tottle opener. Finder please TO.
and Harvel Mank.
130-132
the county and state aforesaid, as 39-M. City._____________________ 148 ISO
Rev. O. G. Barnard officiating. In- program was presented at the Hilda Aspey; entertainment. Mrs Mrs. Grace Campbell. Mrs. Julia
First and second grade pupi.s successor Trustee under the will of [ HALF-grown male kitten lost, yellow
APARTMENT D to let at The Luu
ferment was in the family lot in church Thursday night.
There Avis Norwood and Mrs. Lina Smith: Watts. Mrs. Alice MacDougall. with red and green hats took the 8ussn S Slnghl. late of said Rockland and white. Return to 30 Chestnut S
rlette School 8t. Inquire at THE
deceased, complains against Mary E. or -net. 1252-M
150- 52 COPPER KETTLE
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Prock cemetery.
I was a Christmas tree as a pleasing 1 refreshments. Mrs. Evelyn Robin- Mrs. Olive Peabody, Miss Mary
Haines, Fred C Dean and Arthur F I —
J
.
parts
of
Brownies
and
Kewpies.
m
_ Jo?L_ black harHOUSE to rent at 17 Suffolk St 8
Dean executor of the will of Vlttrlce 1 WHUE Spitz _dog
------------------which was gaily and at- Mn Mrs Inez Mathews. Miss Wyllie, Miss Rosa Spear.
H "Thomas* all of said Rockland* Edna 1 ness Reward MRS DORIS MERRILL ro ms and bath garage, furnace; a'so
Oct. 9—Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Ralph Gordon gave the closing C.
CUSHING
j tractively festooned.
It yielded Evelyn Sawyer. Each member will
Waterhouse of Melrose In the Com- i 24 Walnut St off Park. City
149*151 at Otis St. 6-roorn house with same
recitation.
Thirty-four visitors
conveniences InquIVi* at MRS MAR
Mrs
Edna
Moore.
Mrs
Ruby
Kal

monwealth of Massachusetts FranNews has been received of the
and boxes of Candy f°r
Itake a glft for the ch,ld ^e in
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di
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Dean
of
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In
the
State
of
the children who were present vites, and also a gift for exchange. loch. Mrs. Flora McKeUar. Mrs.
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rected by Mrs. Florence Davis, the Connecticut; Henry U. Singhi of the t her sister, Mrs. Fred Fernald's_______________ _
death Dec. 5 of Miss Annie H
Gertrude
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Mildred
City. County and State of New York; h,r(hrt.v -rune neos-nt ware non
UNFURNISHED apartment to let.
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not
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durj
Tht
Woman's
Club
study
unit
teacher, and with Mrs Willis Vinal Arthur J Cogswell of the city and birthday Those present uere Don I room< fUQ potCb. toilet and heater
Young, 94, at the home of her
niece. Miss Daisy E Welch in Dori
the
,e™ art? *sth" *al1
meet Thursday at 2 at the Berry, Mrs. Mary Halligan.
playing the accompaniment for County of Philadelphia and State of ald Spear of Belfast, Mrs Lida Inquire 12 Knox St TEL 156-W
Nov.
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Mrs.
Edna
Overlock,
Pennsylvania; and FAD Slnghl
uawatio xr.
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Chester. Mass Miss Young wa- ,Vesttoa
andIVer- home of Mrs Abbie Newbert. Topic
the musical numbers. Incidental F W Singhi and Lizzie Allen, who Spear. Mrs Francis Martelle, Mr
heated room and bath to
born in this town daughter of th. non Hunter. Louise Littlefield was assignments are: ' Main Street. Mrs. E Belle Walker. Mrs. Flora aolos were sung by Mary J. Beggs. are not resdenta of the State of Msir.e , and Mrs.Fred Fernald.
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APARTMENT to let at 9 Lmeroek
Leathers. At the Christmas party
of said Rockland executed her
St Inquire at P0OPI E'S LAUNDRY
of a family of 15 children She is the term Durlng the
,term Oraf,‘ Simmons and "The Group way; Dec. 11—Mrs Eleanor Bar which followed. Oleason Pratt was Slnghl
Mrs. Lila Burrill Ls confined to
last will and testament, and on Octo
144-tf
survived by one sister-in-law Mrs tour of the ,pupU! moved *****
Co™’uer’"
Mrs. Jessie Walker rett. Mrs. Eva Perry, Mrs. Ethel the Santa Claus.
ber 9. 1898 and March 8. 1897 she ex the house with a cold.
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ecuted codicils thereto. Said Susan 8
Oriffln.
Mrs.
Willis
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Mrs
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and
Sawyer
went
All members interested are in
Mr and Mrs. Walter A Ayer 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 145-tf
Frank G. Young besides several
• Mrs Lina Smith aided the pupils Slnghl died September 17. 1905. and
Martha Brigham.
Rockland and Patricia and Nancy vited.
T*10^ for rlorida *here
nieces and nephews.
of her school at Warren Highlands rufy^ied’^dX^^J^
to make
their
High School Activities
Miss Mina A. Woodcock, assisted . Post , went
,
„
, home in Yuletide Observances
in giving an entertainment. Par of Probate ln and for said county of they will spend the remainder of
Knox
on
October
17.
1905
by Mrs. Barbara Lash, entertained I Poughkeepsie, New York
(By Gloria Haskell)
ticipants were Marjorie Lane,
On June 4, 1924. Homer E. Robinson the Winter.
Churches will present Christmas
the Neighborly Club at her hom<''
ACLl||llPTniU
appointed and qualified as suc
W. J. Bryant went Friday to
The speech class gave a fine pro Frank Fcgg, Theodore Overlock. was
pageants Sunday, the Congrega
GLENWOOD kitchen heater with
cessor Trui ‘
““ Portland on business
last Tuesday afternoon.
Table :
I Uli
bras.i water coll for ‘ide TFL Thotngram Friday at the Christmas Laura Erickson, Robert Keating. Susan S Slnghl and filed the 1neces
tional
Church
at
5
o'clock
with
Mrs. Nellie V Crooker and
aston 44 or call at 30 Knox St. Thom
sary
bond,
which
appointment
ls
now
decorations and refreshments were
Why The Chimes Rang,” aad the Assembly. Movies, under auspices Walter Lane, Neil Colburn, Wil
aston__________________________ 151•153
force
green and red. in keeping with the daughter were in Rockland on busi Baptist Church at 7 o'clock that'of a beverage company, were liam Fogg. Kenneth Lane. Mar inFollowing
the decision of Justice
LARGE solid white kraut cabbage
ness
Saturday.
as reported ln 119 Maine 287
holiday season. A Christmas tree
for sale 11 50 per 100 lbs. W J WHITE
jorie Lane, Mary Fogg, Jean Mer Wilson
evening
with
“
The
Other
Wise
j
shown
on
“
Salesmanship.'
’
and
the
Trustee
was
advised
that
the
Oscar Smith and Miss Frances
Thomaston Tel 154
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was enjoyed, folowed by a short
Man.
f/ee samples of the beverage were rill. Paul MeUin. Gilbert Fogg, equitable fee ln the trust created by
-by Phillip Campbell!
Muerkr.ut for
„
will of said Susan S Slnghl was
program of readings. Mrs. Lash, Crooker attended church services
Geraldine Billings. Refreshments the
given
the
students.
The
program
The
Senior
class
Of
Gorham
IPs
keg
free,
onlv
S2
40
delivered.
The
Congregational
pageant
deals
transferable, descendable and devis
in
Damariscotta
Sunday.
Rev.
Mr.
president of the Club and a bride
with a story of chimes which, ac participants were Richard Burgess. were served and the tree picked. able, and In accordance with said Normal School is sponsoring the *»’o cabbage, sold in any quantity
,
..
H O STARRETT Warren. Tel 30-2
distributed the net proceeds
of a few weeks, was surprised when Holt gave an interesting talk and cording to legend, had not rung Bertha Anderson. Edward Barrett.
150155
Anderson School pupils taught advice,said
trust to the owners of the first Christmas semi-formal in the,
Mrs. Mae Davis presented her a the junior choir was appreciated. for years. Each year Its parishion Patricia Leathers. Irene Simmons. by Mrs. Elsie Gasper of Thomas from
history of the school Thursday eve- | BROWN Jersey heifer for sale, due
equitable fee
Miss
Crocker's
children
gave
a
play
Some of
the defendants now. ning.
comforter in behalf of members.
Phillip Campbell of port-'freshen 845 roy Cunningham
ers took gifts to place on the altar Catherine Wrenn. Madeleine Has ton were not to be outdone. Their
their attorneys, have forbid , j ,
, , ;
, . . Jeflerson, Me.
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Later, other women arrived and also. The same children are hav in hope that someone's offering kell. Christmas carols were sung ChrlMmas entertainment was by through
den the Trustee f-->m further dlstrlb land is general chairman, assisted —----- cm-------- 2------ zz—
.
.
I
NEW 12 bass Italian made accordlan
utlng any of the lunds derived from
another surprise came to Mrs. Lash ing a Christmas tree today with would caus<? the chimeg
for sale with case Sold with maker's
in closing, and gifts for all taken Foster Robinson, Ella Riutta, Ar said trust, claiming that said trustee by Keith Crockett Of Rockport.
„B
_________ 4___,
when she received an electric flat appropriate pieces, singing Godirii
Rehearsals
held dailv
guarantee,35for charles
’one year.a. Immediate
Gifts of a king's crown. Jewels of a from the tree by a Santa Claus.
thur Juura, Eini Riutta. Agnes distributed the funds to the wrong
nenearsais are
are heing
Deing neia
naiij | deIlvery
lundell.
Bless
America''
as
closing
number
parties, and not according to law.
iron from The Ladies’ Aid with
wealthy woman, in the pageant,
The fifth issue of the High School Wiley, Martha Burgess. Frederick
At the present time the plaintiff for the annual Christmas Cantata ■ Box 572. Tel 396-r____________ 151-153
the hope that “it might iron out
Informed and therefore believes that under the supervision of Miss Mir- | pure bred Ouemsev cow and-calf
are placed on the altar but it takes “Tattler” came out Friday.
Kenniston. Verna Wiley, Annie ls
the following named persons are the
many troubles in the years to 1 Holder, Mrs. Irene Laine, Mrs in the end a child's sacrificial gift
"®1| w L merriam,
The Radio Club met Monday Niemi. Arthur Juura. Phyllis Tol owners of the equitable fee under lam Andrews of the faculty. Among
come.” Club members present, be- Helen Hoffses. Mrs. Edna Powers, of a small coin, to make the chimes
—
the soloists for the event is Richard
portable adding machines and
with W.BD. Gray and will meet man, George Wiley. Eva Niemi. Ar said trust.
Edita C. Waterhouse
6ides Miss Carrie E. Wallace, guest Mrs Hattie Orff. Mrs. Gladys Orff, sound forth from the tower
Marsh of Rockland.
typewriters for Christmas. Bookkeeping
nold Wiley. Olive Robinson. Nor
again during vacation.
Vlttrlce H. Thomas Estate
of honor, were Mrs. Davis, Mrs. j Mrs. Lash and the hostess.
__
....
.
. .
machines, cash registers and supplies.
Francis H Dean
Willis Berry, son of Mr. and Mrs
The
first
broadcast
from
’
he
new ano rebuilt at lowest prices diThe Sewing Club is making man Ahlolm. Nathalie Tolman.
Fred Dean
Roland Berry, takes the lead. Other stuffed animals, and after Christ Marj- Burgess. After the program
factory agents. Delivery service
Lizzie Allen Heirs
campus of the school was heard rwet
J
W THOMAS & CO.. 22 Lindsey S’
Mary E Haines
characters are William H Robin mas. the members will make a quilt gifts were distributed and refresh
Sunday afternon ln connection Tet 807.________________________ 149-151
WHEREFORE
your
petitioner
prays:
son. Mrs. Lillian Mathews. Vaughan for the senior class play.
First: That this Honorable Court with the Maine Schools of the Air
ONE modern white enamel gas stove
ments served by Ella Riutta. Olive
Philbrook, Charlotte Moore. War
construe and Interpret said will and
sale, good as new also dinette eet.
Students posted on the bulletin Robinson, Annie Niemi and Mrs. the decision of Justice Wilson as re Series. The theme of the program for
Bargain
for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave.
ren Phllbrook. Martha Oriffln. Alice
ported
on
Page
287
of
Volume
119
of
Gasper.
TEL
781-3______________________ 143-tf
was “Why I Teach.” Mr Woodard
as neither absent or tardy during
M Griffin, Elizabeth Robinson,
ihe Maine Reporta, ascertain the true
Intent thereof, and Issue its deter bf the faculty read an original) Hard wooa per toot, ntted, 8) 50;
Merrill Fiske, Herbert Thomas. Mrs.
long, 81 30 M. B. * C O
mlnatlon and decree Instructing said poem entitled ••■txrhv
wnj TI Teach
leacn. •• Dr
mr. Sawed. 81T40;
et 487
145-tf
Mildred Starrett, Joan Smith,
trustee to whom he should distribute
Walter E. Russell, principal-emer
tbe
net
proceeds
derived
under
said
LEHIGH
Valley
stove
and
nut
coal
Christine Jones, Sidney Vinal, Earl
trust.
itus, related a short history of the for sale, 814 50: Pocahontaa lumpy
Moore Jr., Harvel Crockett, Adel
"HULLABALOO"
Second: That your petitioner may
OO”
soft. $9. fitted dry hard wood. 81 SO it.
have such other and further relief as school which was followed by a J B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 82
bert Norwood. Josef Vinal, Mrs.
the nature of the case may require. series of questions directed Dr.
145 tf
Willis Vinal. Marie Crockett, Joyce
And may It please this Honorable
D A H hard coal, egg, stove, nut
Bailey,
principal
of
the
school,
by
Court
to
Issue
Its
order
of
notice
to
Halligan, Glenice French, Charles
$14 50 per ton. del Household soft coal
the parties Interested hereto, com Constance Furbush and Lawrence 88
per ton. del Nut size New River so8t
Wilson. Verna Robinson. Avard
manding them to appear before this
not
89 ton del : screened. 8)0
Pelton ..
of ...
Portland.
The- com- ton screened
Court and answer to this bill and .......
-------del.
M B A- C. O PERRY $19
Robinson, Mrs. Samuel Norwood.
abide the orders and decrees of court bined glee clubs and the orchestra Maln st Tel 4a7
145-tf
Mrs. Mary Halligan, Mrs. Roland
thereon.
furnished the musical portion of ——'
■' HOMER E ROBINSON,
Berry. Roland Berry Mrs. Dana H
Trustee as aforesaid the program.
Tire program was
Smith. Miss Eda St. Clair is the
EDWARD C PAYSON.
Solicitor
for
Plaintiff
arranged by Dr. Bailey. Miss Mir
reader.
STATE OF MAINE
iam Andrews, Miss Esther Wood,
Tlie finding of a half-frozen wom
Knox, ss
LOCAL department store his open
Rockland. November 29. 1940 Chester Sloat, Louis Woodard of ing for 2 sa'e men to follow up store
an in the snow by two boys on
Then personally appeared Homer E the faculty and Dr. Russell.
customers
ln field
Applicant must
their way to church, will be one of
Robinson. Trustee as aforesaid, and
over 30, have car. be In po ltlon
Dr. Francis Bailey has announced be
made oath that he has read the above
the touching scenes which will be
to work steady
Por Interv'ew apbill and knows the contents thereof, that the Christmas vacation will polntment. write P o box 175 Lew
made more impressive by the sing
that the same ls true of his own
iston Me giving past experiences and
knowledge except the matters to be be lengthened by four days this why you wish to be considered.
ing of Christmas carols. Mrs. Clark
stated on Information and belief, and year. All students wll leave Dec.
151-153
French will be /the director, and
that as to those matters he believes
20 and will resume classes Jan. 6.
experienced girl wants posit'on
them to be true
stage effects by Willis Vinal and
as mothers helper or as housekeeper.
EDWARD C. PAYSON.
Rev. Mr. French.
Members of the cheer leading Write "L m.” care The courer-cisJustice of the Peace.
The
foregoing
abstract
-of
the
orig

“The Other Wise Men,” adapted
squad will lead the student body In
---------------------------------- 140*151
inal Bill on file ls hereby approved.
„
POSITION caring for invalid or doby Rev. Mr. Stackhouse from Henry
Dated at Rockland, Maine. Novem a pep rally on Friday morning ln. housework wanted, mrs r b.
ber 29. 1940.
van Dyke's book of the same name,
149-151
after the chapel exercises, The WHITE, Owls Head
HARRY E WILBUR.
will be a new version of the fourth
POSITION as office clerk wanted,
Judge of Probate varsity team is playing Portland
experlenied and good references TEL
On the foregoing Bill In Equity. OR
wise man, who failed to meet the
DERED. that the complainant give Junior College at the Russell Hall 1247-W____________________ 151*153
other three in the trek to the city
notice of the pendency of this Bill ln Gymnasium on Saturday evening.
^URNITURE wanted to upholster,
Equity to F A D Slnghl. F W Slnghl
of Bethlehem at the birth of Christ
called for and delivered T. J FLEM
and Lizzie Allen, who are not resi The cheer leading group includes ING, 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W. 137*148-tf
because of his actions as a good
dents of the State of Maine but whose Laura Meserve of Jefferspn and
Here’s Linda Hayes, who is said to be one of the most regular of fellers
residences are unknown, commanding
playing the role of a hard-to-handle, temperamental film star, in HKD Samaritan. It depicts the Christ
them to appear before the Judge of Betty Leach of Bluehlll.
the Probate Court at Rockland withtn
Radio’s “I’m Still Alive.” Miss Hayes, with only a brief career in pictures, mas story faithfully, and shows
Christmas boxes for underprivi
and for the county of Knox and
has traveled far, and is co-featured in this film with Kent Taylor, who, that this fourth wise man, though
state of Maine, at a regular term of leged children of rural areas are
said Court to be held at said Rock to be sent out again this year by
as a daredevil flying are, plays her romantic opposite. Plus on the stage, not able to fulfill hts own wishes
PERIODICAL Subscription Service.
land on January 21, 1941, by publish
R. S Sherman, 76 Masonic St., Rock
was faithful in hts Christian life.
"Uncle Lem and His Mountain Boys,” of radio station WGAN.
ing In The Courier-Oazette. a news the Poetry Club. Miss Ernestine land TEL 1168 or send post card for
The stage setting will be carried Leni Lynn and Frank Morgan, appearing as daughter and dad in the new paper published ln Rockland afore
catalogue.
149 151
said. an abstract of this Bill thereof Davis of Liberty, president of the
out by the tableau of the Birth of
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
broadcasting comedy, “Hullabaloo.”
approved by the Judge of said Court club, at the chapel exercises this
lants. tonics ln Ostrex tablets pep up
Christ, and several scenes, the first
and this Order thereon, once a week morning
requested the student bodies lacking vitamin B-l, Iron. Cal
A collection of songs, ranging “find,” Virginia O'Brien. Kay St for three successive weeks, the last
of which will be Artaban priest of
cium, Phosphorus. Get 35c size Ostrex
publication
to
be
thirty
days
at
least
body
for
contributions
of
clothing,
today. First package satisfies or mak
I the Magi ln his home in Persia, from popular to operatic, will be Germaine, radio favorite, sings the prior to said January 21. 1941. that
refunds low price
Call write C.
current hit, “A Handful of Stars.” said respondents may then and there toys, books, etc., to make these er
complete to the garden fountain;
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
H MOOR & CO., and all other good
heard in the new Frank Morgan In the operatic department, Charles answer and show cause. If any they boxes worthwhile.
drug stores.
145*153
the second an out of door scene
Be a Qualified Welder
may have, why the prayer of the
Miss Ernestine Davis of Liberty
Holland, popular Negro tenor, sings complainant should not be granted.
near Babylon; the third, a street comedy, “Hullabaloo.”
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
at Rockland. Maine, Novem spent the weekend with her sister,
The songs include Stephen Fes an aria from “Pagliacci.” Other berDated
Keeping an ocean liner such as
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates
scene in Bethlehem; and the final,
29, 1940.
Mrs. J. P. Fuller In South Portland. the Queen Elizabeth tied up in
HARRY E. WTLBUR.
ter’s popular “I Dream of Jeanie numbers include the Ted Lewis
on the way to Calvary.
A
true
copy
of
abstract
of
Bill
with
BATH WELDING CO.
New Yofk city costs approximately
Musical selections are: Baritone with the Light Brown Hair,” sung Specialty, “When My Baby Smiles Order thereon.
3 SUMMER ST.
BATH, ME.
TELEPHONE 992
A modernized suwbay just re $15,000 a week, which includes po
Attest:
solo, "The Holy City” by Charles as Poster intended it should be, by at Me,” and another hit of yester
147*152
OHARLSS L. VEAZIE.
opened in London Will have "luxury lice protection, pier rent, fuel and
Wilson; tenor solor. “Star of the Leni Lynn, and given a modern day, “We've Come a Long Way
Register of Probate.
I East, by Chester Wyllie; “Open the touch by the new torch-singing Together,”
145-T-151 trains,”
maintenance of a skeleton crew.
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Give Handkerchiefs for Christmas $

In Everybody’s Column TO LET
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LOST AND FOUND
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FOR SALE

At Gorham Normal

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

.<•

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

LEARN WELDING
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Every-Other-Dav

hair Chairman, Mrs. Flora Ulmer,
Jan. 17, 7 p. m.—Gentleman
Guests. Devotions, Records, Ap
Business Reports on At
Whole Town Mourns the
Despite Decrease In Mem plicants
tendance Collections, Solid Read
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
MRS OSCAR C. T J4NB
Sudden Passing Of
bership It Is Ready For | ing, Critics. Charter, New and Life
WTAG,
Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
Oorreepondent
Members,
Announcements.
Pay
dues.
Foy W. Brown
Another Busy Season
Memorial Music. Welcome to New ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
Guest Speaker: Dr.
North Haven mourns today the
Schools will close this week for
The Woman's Educational Club, Members.
loss of one of its most beloved and organized May 6, 1920, and federat Francis L. Bailey, former Vermont
the Christmas recess.
Someone who signs herself “do cut from Land O’ Lakes sweet
State Education Commissioner, now
There will be no Union Church valuable citizens. The news came ed in 1923, has issued its season's Principal of Gorham Normal School. mesticated busy business gal" and cream butter carton or wrapper for
Circle Thursday, on account of the over the wire Saturday morning of prospectus which includes a .pro Topic: "Present Trends in Educa thinks the Herald recipes "swell” every pair you wish. Address Mar
Lion's Christmas party, to be heid tlle Passin8 of P°J' W. Brown on gram of meetings beginning Jan. 17 tion." Music: "Blest Be the Tie makes a constructive criticism. She jorie Mills, Yankee Network, care
ln the vestry. The Circle will fur- bcard one of the United Prult Line and concluding May 2. During its That Binds.”
loves to cook and entertain but, of your station.
Irish the supper for the Club and Steamers on which he was return- existence the club has enrolled a
March 21—Current News, Maine’s having a job, has to plan, shop and
And now for recipe books. The
members are requested to furnish lng bome from tlle Canal Zone by total of 924 members. The record Hall of Fame, papers by Eva Loring, cook days before the holiday. The Knox and Nestle people have a
food, as usual. Each Lion will have tlle way of Havana, Cuba, and for the past seven years shows the Etta Sanborn, Lettie Whitten, Nel- “timing" In printing recipes and combination offer of Knox recipes,
Le Bird. Carolyn Sleeper, Emma suggestions hasn't been right for plus the Nestle recipe book along
a young boy as guest and Lion’s which was to dock in New York following membership statistics;
1935 In goof stand'ng ............ 401 Bradstreet. Flora Ulmer.
wives will each entertain a young sometime Sunday
5 p. m.—Guest Speakers. Attorney this forehanded lady so we're start with the luscious chocolate chiffon
Foy had been active as manager 1936 In gcod standing............. 349
girl, There will be .a Christmas
Frank
Harding, Rev. F. Ernest ing 10 days ahead of the event, pie made with Knox gelatine and
of
the
firm
of
J.
O.
Brown
&
Son
1937 In good standing ............ 354
tree, with gifts, for the young
since others of you may feel as Nestle's Semi-sweet Chocolate. The
Smith,
Rockport.
since the death of hts father in 1938 In good standing.............. 361
folks.
•
she does.
She asks especially recipe and books are free.
6
p.
m.
—
Box
lunch.
1927; the office of town clerk he
So are the other members of the
7 p. m.—Speakers to be an about really best cookie recipes
Ernest Hatch of Portland was a had filled since then; was one of 1939 In good standing ............ 330
1940 In gcod standing ............. 340 nounced. Author's Reading, Mrs. since she can't make many kinds, "kitchen library." The Brer Rabvisitor in town Thursday.
the Directors of the First National 1941 In good standing ............. 20'i Irene Moran.
which ones will keep crisp, what to bit recipe book, the big Oood Luck
A substantial sum was netted Bank of Rcckland; was serving his Future Honor Rolls ................. 119
April 5. 3 p. m—Current News, serve with the cookies and party recipe book, the G. Washington
from the cake sale, held Saturday second term as one of our County
• • • •
lessons. Discussions Maine Hall of decorations.
folder of Quick Tricks with O
afternoon at Senter-Crane's Store Commissioners; he belonged to vaOfficers — President, Mrs. Mary Fame papers by Rose Hupper,
Almost any cookies in tightly Washington Broth Aces and the
for Union Church benefit. The rlous orders such as the Knights Perry Rich. Rockland, RFD.
Carolyn Robinson, Etta Covel, Mar
free Kirkman catalogue of pre
committee was Mrs Kenneth Cook. C{ Pythias here, the Moses WebVice Presidents. Emeritae — Re guerite Gould-, Lottie Ewell, Diana sealed tins would keep from now
till Christmas. (We keep coffee, miums, Address Marjorie Mills.
Mrs. Florence Erickson and »rs.|gter Lodge at Vinalhaven, with its becca Ingraham. Ida Simmons, puts
7 p m —Annual reports by offl- crackers and big cheese popcorn Yankee Network. Boston, for these
Frank Mullen.
branches Chapter and Commandery, Priscilla Richardson, Emma Bradstreet,
Janette
Dunton,
Annie
cers.
Report of Nominating Com- tins the year round, paint them up free books. Ask for the Kitchen
American Legion Auxiliary met the Elks and Lions at Rockland.
Hahn.
Edna
Heath.
Etta
Covel.
,
mittee
Election of officers by secret and have a good supply always ) Library and especially mention the
Thursday, a Christmas tree belnR which shows the active and valuSecretary—Mabel Harding; Asso- written ballot. Guest speakers, Dean Hermits and fruit cookies, crisp Good Luck recipe book when you
in charge of Mrs. Ada Creed, Mrs able life he was living and had
elates. Marguerite Gould, Hazel Archer of Boston. Gleason L. Arch- gingersnaps, lace cookies, rolled write.
Flora Brown and Miss Villa Cal- I continued since his sickness a year Woodward.
er, President of Suffolk University. brandy snaps. Toll House cookies, I And we can send you a free four
derwood.
J ago.
Treasurer—Zaida Winslow.
Guest Speaker. Clifford O. T. Wie- Tutti
Fruttl
cookies,
Date bowl sample of Maltex plus a col
Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor of
The Summer residents among
Press
Reporter — Marguerite den. Principal of Aroostook State Meringues and Nut Ice Box cook-1 lection of card catalogue recipes
Union Church oonducted the whom he had made many friends, Gould, Hazel Woodward, Mabel Normal School. Guest Speaker, les all keep well. Make them up, using Maltex. Yours for the ask
Raymond H. Fogler. President W51
funeral services Wednesday for al°ng with the island people, will Harding.
Critics — Nettie Stewart, Ellen liam T Grant Co., New York. Sub ln advance and then devote one, ing.
Lamar K. Lewis at North Haven.
miss his friendly greetings and
ject, "A Business Man Looks At Edu session close to the holiday to icing Tutti Fruttl Cookies
Miss Muriel Chllles and Mrs. An- helPful llfe- T”* many cards and Dyer, Diana Pitts.
and decorating them. A batch of
Three-fourths cup chopped marAuditor
—
To
be
appointed.
cation.”
drew Bennett returned Saturday letlers to hU famlly and frlends
tiny-slze mince tarts can supple aschiho cherries, ■% cup chopped
• • • •
Club Poets—Elizab»th Marsh.
from a visit with friends in Boston recently recelvedhls Sara McCullagh. Irene Moran, Effie
ment the plates of cookies to serve candied pineapple, 2 tablespoons
In Memoriam
and Connecticut.
visit with his sen Paul, who en- Lawrence, Dorothie Harvie, Etta
Elizabeth Marsh. Josephine Burns, with cheese and coffee.
chopped candied orange peel, 244
_
.. .. tered the service last Summer and
Mrs. Carroll Gregory was in North now staUoned ln lhe Canal Zone. Sanborn. Delora Morrill. Clytie Maggie Storey, Maude Comins
Wreaths, stars, crescents and tablespoons rum extract, 14. cups
-----------------Haven
Wednesday
to
attend speaks of the enjoyment he re French Spear. Shirley Rollins, Jen- |
Christmas tree-shaped cookies can sifted cake flour, 1 teaspoon double
funeral services for Lamar K ceived, and of new scenes and con nie Flood Kreger, Leah Ramsdell a
be glazed with beaten egg mixed action baking powder, (4 teaspoon
Fuller.
Ruth
Ellingwood.
Winifred
DCZL
1
FZIgeOy
Lewis.
with one cup of milk or confec salt, 44 teaspoon cinnamon. 44 tea
tacts while taking this trip. We Horton, Mary Perry Rich, Jessie
_____
The Nite Hawks enjoyed a chick- had all looked forward to his return.
tioner's
sugar and water icing, spoon cloves, % cup Land O' Lakes
Stewart, Mabel Harding. Orlsso
en supper Thursday at the home h ,
that the tri had
most Merritt, Mrs. John H. Andrews.
then sprinkled with colored sugars, butter, 44 cup firmly packed brown
Recalling Story of the
of Mrs. Almond Miller, after which
t0 hls heaUh s0 that the Kathleen S. Fuller, Marguerite
candies or cocoanut, tinted or sugar. 2 eggs, unbeaten, 44 cup
White Eagle Which
chopped walnut meats, '« cup milk.
they passed a social evening at the
nws came M a great shock Gould. Rose B. Hupper.
white.
Never Came Back
cherries,
pineapple,
home of Mrs. Winona Peterson.
1 gnd 0(Jr hearts
oul ,n ,ove and
Critics — Nettie Stewart, Ellen
Tomorrow well get to punchesj Combine
orange peel and flavoring. Let
Mr and Mrs Langtry Smith left
th
hls Gloved famUy Dyer, Diana Pitts.
and
beverages,
the
day
after
to
A parallel to the grim tragedy of
stand in tightly covered jar 24
Monday for a visit with their son here hls mothers and slsters now
decorations.
the
ill-fated Madeline & Flora is
Jan.
17.
1941
—
GAR
Hall,
3
p
‘nAh^TlUC .M±SS residing
Peabody, Mass.
How about giving yourself a hours, stirring fruit occasionally to
m.
Current News, quotations reported to this paper by Mrs. present through the courtesy of distribute flavoring.
The Winners 4-H Club met Fr:Herman w Crockett
memory' drill. Psychology. U. S
.1 Sift flour once, measure, add
day night with Mrs. Barbara Hut-1 ,u has
,earned slnce
* >« c““ the sponsors of the program? Some
king. Cooking girls made fudge,
Umi
report whlch appeared
a fatherless of them may not reach you until, baking powder, salt and spices, and
using cooking thermometer The
CUJ.
,hat Mr lems. Papers: Mrs. Eunice Mayo street who was left
after Christmas but they are all ln- sift together three times. Cream
Tillson; subject, Thoreau.
Mrs child in 1872 when the fishing
butter thoroughly, add sugar gradusewing girls worked on aprons. Re- Br(Jwn had parlaken of hls evenlng Nettie Stewart, Maine Hall
of schooner. White Eagle, sailed ftom teresting and good
If you will send the box front ally and cream together until light
freshments were served.
, meal p^ay, and was sitting in the Fame, and Mabel Harding.
Gloucester, Mass., heading for the
.
w .x
WtS Tx lounge of the steamship when death
Author's Reading—Mrs. W. O.
0 Grand Banks, but never to re from Dromedarv Dixie Mix Fruit and fluffy. Add eggs, one at a
Cake or a label from Dromedary time, beating thoroughly after
to the Mother and Daughter Club came
sudeenly Farther obit- Fuller.
Fr,day night The entertainment
mention
ar
Date and Nut Bread with 25 cents, each. Then add fruit mixture and
5 p. m—Guest Speaker. Stuart turn.
Her father, Leander Cushman, you may have a combination cake nuts and mix thoroughly. Add
Ifeatured a Christmas tree.
|
^.-Ed 1
Burgess. Subject, “Augusta's Scan
was a member of the crew. The breaker, pie cutter and server that flour, alternately with milk,
Pleasant River Grange elected
____________ _
dal.”
6 p. m —Public Supper in dining family then'resided in Rockport, ls really a dandy. One only to a small amount at a time, beating
these officers at its annual meet.mpTnai
...................
..........
...... Mass., and consisted of the mother family, and address Marjorie Mills.' after each addition until smooth
ing Wednesday; Master, Malcolm STUIMI Nu I UN
and three children, all of whom Yankee Network, care of your own Drop from teaspoon on lightly
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Warren
hVntttington; overseer, Nellie Rob
NORTH HAVEN
are now living: Mrs. Simmons who
greased baking sheet and make in
inson; steward, De'.wyn Webster; were recent visitors in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Hopkins makes her home in this city with station for it.
a hot oven (400 degrees F ) 10 min
assistant steward, George Geary;
Henry Sargent of Sargentsville
Get
five
box
fronts
from
Kreshaplaln. Alice Whittington; lec- is employed as cook on the Eugenia and daughter of Waterville were her daughter. .Miss Ada Simmons; mel Surprise together, and send utes, or until done. Makes five
‘ turer, Winnie A nes; treasurer, Spofford, replacing Heziklah Rob- recent visitors at the home of Mr. Mrs. Margaret A. Wotton of East 1 them to Marjorie Mills, Yankee dozen cookies.
Hopkins' parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. Freetown. Mass., and Mrs. Alice
Melville Smith; secretary, Florence j)1"ns
Network, care of yopr own station, Salted Peanut ('•Okies
{Lawson; gate keeper, Kenneth Cook; I ..
..
.
„cl„8. Hopkins.
I. Jones of Port Clyde.
(From Busy Business Gal)
and get a handsome crystal and
_
.
Mrs Lir.wocc Williams is a surMr. and Mrs. William Oregory
A Gloucester paper gave this ac chromium dripless syrup pitcher,
Ceres. Leola Smith; Pomona, Annie . .
...
One cup Land O' Lakes Butter
gical patient at Castine hospital. are caring for Mr. Gregory's mother
Geary; Flcra, Elsie MacDonald; 6
1
count of the disaster:
with a red catalin top and a stain 1 cup brown sugar. 1 egg, 44 cup
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Torrey are who is ill ln Vinalhaven.
lady assistant steward. Lots Web
"The following is the crew list less steel cut-off. Worth a dollar cornflakes (measure after crush
Workers are needed to help fill of schooner White Eagle of and a quarter and handsome ing), 144 cups oatmeal. 1 cup salt
ster; member of executive commit occupying the Blanche Spofford
the Knox County quota of sewing Gloucester. Mass., reported lost in enough to go on the table.
tee, George Geary. The Grange will house.
ed peanuts (the small peanuts with
Mr.
and
Mrs
Myron
Pooler
are
hold a Christmas program Wednes
for the Red Cross. Six layettes and the Grand Bank fishery. The list
red husks), 144 cups Ceresota notYou
may
suil
get
the
pair
of
day, to which members may invite home for the Winter.
three childrens dresses are cut comprises 12 men: Nelson Oood- picture poems of Edgar Quest's bleached flour, >4 teaspoon baking
William
Rich
of
Isle
au
Haut
and ready to make. The local win master, of Argyle, N. S„ leaves "Heap o' Livin'' and 'Boy on Girl"' powder, 44 teaspoon soda.
their families. Each member is re
chairman will be glad to deliver a widow and seven children. poems illustrated on heavy antique
quested to take canjj' jjod a 10- was in town Saturday.
Cream the butter and sugar and
Cora Sturdee is home for the work to any one wishing to do it.
cent gift.
Thomas Parsons of Rockport leaves paper in copper gravure suitable add the other ingredients ln the
Winter.
Maud Simpson ls local chairman of a widow and one child; Leander for framing if you will send 10 order given.
Mrs Frank Winslow recently ac
Mix all together
A concert and Christinas tree will Red Cross.
cepted an Invitation to a card party
Cushman of Rockport leaves a cents with the Indian head girl thoroughly, form in balls the size
t the home of Mrs George New be held at the Congregational
cf a walnut and flatten onto
Mrs. Bessie Grant and Eva Grant widow and three children; Warren
bert On her arrival she was pleas- Church Sunday at 9.45.
were Rockland visitors Thursday. Goodwin and James Goodwin, in Bath, Me., in 1869 and owned cookie sheet. Bake in a moderate
Mr. and Mrs. Alston Hatch are
intly surprised to find a group of
Henry Dyer who has been ill, Is brothers of the master; Samuel by Messrs Row and Jordan, valued oven (350 degreees F.) for 10
■friends gathered to celebrate her occupying the John Tyler house. improving.
Goodwin
and
Asa
Goodwin. at $7,000. and insured for $6,125; minutes.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bryant re
birthday anniversary. Beano and
Brown Peppernuts
Mrs. Margaret Smith and Mrs. brothers; Jedediah Goodwin, Si- cutflt insured for $1,000.”
Chinese checkers featured the eve cently went to Charlestown. Mass. Mary Brown are in Rockland and meon Goodwin and David Hines.
One cup lard, 1 cup brown sugar
Mrs. Lorenzo Gross has returned
ning's entertainment. Lunch was
Camden for the Winter.
' all of Argyle; James D. Burnham
The deepest oil wells in the world I cup Brer Rabbit Molasses, 1 tea
from
a
visit
witb
Mrs.
Hattie
served. Mrs. Winslow received a
are in the United States. The deep spoon soda dissolved in 44 cup
James Pendleton ls building an of Maine and Joseph Bowden,
basket full of gifts which, when un Colcmy at Bluehill.
est
is as deep as Pikes Peak is warm water, 1 teaspeon Sterling
addition
to
the
front
part
of
hts
“
The
White
Eagle
was
a
first
Edna Canhaur, Margaret Drew.
wrapped, made much merriment for
Salt, 1 teaspoon each ginger, cloves
class schooner of 7041 tons, built high.
„
all present, Mrs Lafayette Smith, Zetta Smith. Edith Rosborough and house.
and allspice, 44 teaspoon black pep
Mrs. Albert Carver, Mrs. Robert Granville MacMillan of the teach
per, Ceresota not-bleached flour
Arey, Mrs. Frank Mullen, Miss ing faculty are passing the holiday
Put the lard, sugar and mclassfs
Elizabeth Pease and Mrs. George at their homes.
in a saucepan and bring to boiling
Newbert, the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Billings
point over a low flame. Then add
have returned to Greenwich. Conn.
the other ingredients and enough
Jerry Gross is visiting his mother
It is quite all right to enclose an
flour to make a stiff dough. Let
engraved calling card in a box of Mrs. Jessie Gross.
stand a day or two then pull out
flowers sent to a friend, but a per
Mrs. Lillian Eaton is passing the
long thin fingers, cut off inch
sonal message should be written on Winter with her daughter Mrs.
lengths and bake In a 350-375 de
it In long hand.
Helen Keenan in Portland.
grees F. oven.
Mrs. Dorothy Gross of Isle au
Cranberry Pineapple Conserves
An American professor is investi Haut passed Saturday in town.
Four cups cranberries, syrup
The Stonington Furniture Co.
gating the origin of the Eskimo
from No. 2 can pineapple tidbits
neonle. One theory is that they has moved to its newly remodeled
1 medium orange, 244 cups sugar
wrere Just Europeans who had sense quarters opposite the town hcuse.
1 cup pineapple tidbits, 1 cup
During
this
thrilling
time
of
ana got as tar as they could out
Mrs. Jeannette Mitchel is stay
chopped almonds
year, friends and relatives will
of the way.
ing with hre sister Mrs. Norman
Cook together the cranberries,
Sellers.
visit and celebrate with you.
syrup and the orange which has
Children of Hunan, China, are
-----------------been cut in thin slices and quart
Put your best foot forward.
donating their candv money . 1
< The world's livestock is estimated
ered. When the cranberries stop
Serve a dessert which will be
chase an alrplanefl to be named at 637 903 030 cattle. 294.700 hegs
popping, add the sugar and pine
long remembered as the most
ar.d 634.5C3.COO sheep.
Children."
apple Cook until fairly thick. Add
delicious they ever tasted. Here
the chopped almonds. Seal in
sterilized jars.
arc sumptuous suggestions

VINALHAVEN

North Haven Sorrow

Educational Club

PLUG IHI MERE FOR

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

o

SPECIAL!
Through a timely purchase direct from the factories we are
privileged to offer the six Items presented below at unprecedented
low prices.
THESE PRICES CANNOT BE DUPLICATED—TIIE SUPPLY

IS LIMITED—MAKE YOUR CHOICE NOW

NOTE THESE HIGHLIGHTS

Only $0.25
3
This beautiful Sandwich-Toaster will delight any recipient.

fully chrome plated; has genuine walnut handles.

full size pieces end males either two or three decker sand

wiches.

Grills bacon; fries ham. eggs, chops, hotcakes.

J

T

You can

make this Christmas Dinner a
feast you'11 never forget

Only$1
1 .69

For an

outstanding value

this Toaster has

chromium plated with black enamel trim.

0/ Christmas W

which you can buy from your
neighborhood dealer who sells

that Women Treasure

Sealtest-suprrvised Ice Creams.
For a festive dessert fit for roy
alty, telephone right now. The

FULLER

Christmas Layer Cake must be

BRISTLECOMB

ordered in advance.

The brush that brings lustrous

no more welcome gift.

Delivered in Gift Boxes

reedy for presentation
SPECIAL AT

The December Desserl-of-the-Month

RED RASPBERRY ICE CREAM PIE
This templing Ice Cream Pic filled with red raspberries is a great
holiday treat. Here's a delicious center of lusrious red raspberries
surrounded hy a smooth, creamy outer layer of fresh Vanilla
Scaliest lee Cream. It is handsomely decorated with
_ — .
a big central rosette and a scalloped outer edge.
-F
Serves four, costs only...............................................................

through your Fuller Brush Dealer.

F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431 -W

ICE
THIS

COMPANY

CIIEAM

ANO SEALTEST, INC..
SAME OWNERSHIP

ARE

UNDER

TM1

★ Hear Seallest's Rudy Vallee Program every
Thursday night, JO P. M,

(4BC Red Network,

Toast flops when

Only $

A -25
4

$1.25 down; $1.00 monl'.l/
Just imagine!

This full size chrome plated streamline design

Waffle Iron at this price.

Cast aluminum grids prevent waffles from sticking.

Has rich

genuine walnut handles, concealed feet prevent marring of
table. Equipped with heat indicator shows when iron is ready

to use.

$1 95 down; $1.15 monthly

Haro'i a buy that tha Smart Shopper cannot afford to pati up—a beauti
ful chroma plated Sandwich Toaitar with itraamline design and plenty of
aye appeal. Hal genuine walnut richly finished handles.
Can ba adjusted for "dart-medium-light” and Is fully automatic. It's
ideal for club sandwiches and cools two full slice three-decier sandwiches
as wall as ordinary toasted sandwiches.

Grills equally as wall and fries small steals, porl chops or bacon.

iwwmwvnwmgvniiiM

Only

5 .75

75e down; $1.00 monthly
Here s an outstanding value in a most popular gift—an auto

matic Waffle Iron. Beautifully designed in smart streamline
chrome plate, genuine walnut handles.
Has regulator for
‘ light-medium-dark" and is fully automatic.

One package Mueller's noodles
1 teaspoon prepared mustard
cups thin white sauce, 2 cups Mer
rell's diced cooked ham, 1 cup Mor
rell's minced cooked ham, 44 cup
Shefford Snappy Cheese.
Cook noodles in boiling salted
water 7 minutes; drain.
Stir
mustard into white .sauce, add
noodles and diced ham and pou;
into greased casserole. Sprink'.i
top with the cheese and minced
ham and bake in a hot oven (450
degrees F.) iO minutes, until cheese
is melted and browned. Serves
four to six.
JWENU

to your taste and always the same.

Lunch

FRO-JOY

It's

Each waffle baked

Limited quantities and they'll go fast at this price.

Shop

early and don't be disappointed!

rwsKtrewwxigwM’S’cc’rre'a

Now $0.50

2

Breakfast

At your dealer's only—no deliveries from our plant

Prompt service and delivery

equal.

doors are lowered.

Ham Noodle Casserole

Pineapple, Grapefruit Juice
Maltex Cereal
Oatmeal Toast
•Cranberry Pineapple Conserve
Hot Nestle's or Coffee

ejfj ’

s

no

Doors have artistic

open design and large solid walnut handles.

9

beauty to the hair. There is

It's

Toasts two

CHRISTMAS LAYER CAKE—Two thick
layers of French Vanilla and Strawberry
Sealtest Ice Cream. Decorated with
Christmas bell and jolly festoons. Order
in advance from your neighborhood
dealer, or telephone 477, Rockland. Three
convenient sizes: Medium (serves 6 to 8>,
$1.26; Large (serves 10 to 12), $1.75. Ex
tra Large (serves 14 to 16), $2 00 Priees
include dry-ice packing und delivery.

Toasted Sheffcrd Cheese
Sandwiches
Piccalilli
Sliced Pineapple
•Tutti Fruttl Cookies
Chilled Kemp's Tomato Juice
Dinner

•Ham Noodle Casserole
Buttered Spinach
Knox Frozen Tomato Salad
Chocolate Souffle
•Salted Peanut Cookies
Cookies
•Recipes given.

The design of this fine corn popper is particularly
appealing in
>art

f

es.

The perforations allow corn to be seen when popping.

Butter, oil or fatty grease can be placed in Popper without
danger of dripping through.

CENTRj

POWE!

385 MAIN STREET.

JUNE
COMPANY
ROCKLAND. ME.

150*151
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parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo held tomorrow night at Watts hall. 1 gifts from the various organiza day from tire Davis funeral chapel,
with Rev. Donald F Perron offi
Following this the usual Legion tions.
Spaulding, en route.
ciating.
Further services were
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets and Auxiliary party will be held.
Warren Whitney maae the pre
ZV Z\ ZS ZS
ZN ZNXZN ZN
ZS
ZN Z\
•Ir. and Mrs William Woil and ' sentation frem the beginners' and held in Leominster, where inter
tomorrow at the vestry for a busi
ZS ZS ZS ZS
ment
was
in
Evergreen
cemetery.
Mrs
Harold
Stcvina
of
Farmingness
meeting
at
5
o'clock,
supper
NAOM
A MAYHEW
primary department which was $2
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
at 6 and a Christmas tree in the ton wtre weekend guests of Mrs. i to buy wood; Jean Spear, repre Besides her daughter, she is sur
Correspondent
Correspondent
vived by cne son. ... R. Cummings.
A A A A
evening. Everyone attending the Francis Tillson.
A A A A
senting tiie junior department gave
ftftftft
Name ............................................... 1941
supper is requested to take a 10- 1 Approximately $90 was netted $1 to help Beta Alpha with Christ
Tel. 713
Print Name
A
THOM
ASTON
ACCIDENT
Tel. 190
cent gift for the tree. The Beta | from the recent Christinas sale and | mas boxes; Grace Paulsen, from
Byron
Wotton
suffered
a
brain
i
Alpha members will meet at the supper held by the Federated , the senior department gave $2 to
Street ................................ ,.....................
concussion as the result of an ac- i Mrs. Myra Smith of Atlantic
The High School Alumni Asso i'vestry at 2 o'clock Wednesday to I Circle.
help pay for three new tables for
cldent yesterday, when the car in | City, is guest of her aunt and uncle
ciation executive committee met pack the Christmas boxes, »
Rev. ar.d Mrs. H F. Leach were the primary room; Carolyn El which he was riding with his son. . Miss Nettie Bean and Dexter Bean.
City.................................. State................
Pridaj’ at the home of the presi
"Religion As Life is the prayer pre'ented a bouquet of yellow well of the young ladiesf class gave Fred Wotton. skidded into a large
Miss Louise Lane who is staying
dent. Stephen Lavender to fill a meeting Thursday at 7 o'clock at
chrysanthemums at the morning canned fruits and vegetables for truck driven by Percy Bowley of at the Porter Home on Park street
Check here the form of membership taken
vacancy in the office of secretarythe Baptist Church.
service at the Federated' Church i cnristmas boxes; Mrs. Evelyn Warren, on Feyler's hill in Thom is in New Harbor, where she will
treasurer by confirming the ap
Perron
of
the
women's
class
gave
Mrs. Carl R. Gray went Saturday Sunday, the occasion marking the
aston. near the cement plant. Wet- make a visit.
$1 Annual $5 Contributing $1U Sustaining $25 Supporting
pointment of Robert Mayo as sec
11th anniversary of their flrst $3.75 for part of the cost of a ton was unconscious when taken
retary and Harry Stewart as trea to New York where she will visit
George W. Dyer returned Fri
new
pulpit
lamp
for
the
auditor

1
Sunday
here.
to Knox Hospital, where he was day from, a business trip which took
surer. It was decided to sponsor a before proceeding to Omaha. Nebr.,
Twenty-six members of tive C. A. ium; John B Paulsen, of the ! treated by Dr. Gilmore W. Soule, him into Aroostook and Washing
showing of projected Kodachrome from which point she will depart
Enter here
myn s class, gave $5 towards the
FOR DONATIONS ONLY
j His condition this morning was ton County. „
Total including
pictures Jan. 16. at the High School for a lecture tour of various cities C. of the Baptist Church were pulpit lamp fund.
membership fee
I reported as very gcod. The car
building. Local scenes and peo ; in tiie west. She was acccmpanied present for the Christmas party$.........................
Mrs. Arthur Webster will be hos
S..........................................
Miss Esther Achorn for the
ple will be featured from the col by Miss Harriet Lemon who has held at the club rooms last night. . World Wide Guild gave a box of was damaged on the right side. tess, Wednesday at 2 o'clock to the
oeen
her
guest
this
Summer,
and
After playing games the group was
| and the truck was damaged in Methodist Ladies' Aid Society.
lections of Joel Miller. Harry
children s clothing to be sent to
Stewart and Stephen Lavender. who is to spend the Winter in visited by Santa Claus in the per Miss Frieda Christiansen, a Bap j front. The accident was investi
Cut out this coupon and mail with your contribution to
Friends-In-Council will meet this
son of Walter Chapman, presi
gated by State Patrolman Harold week with Mrs. E A. Robbins, at AMERICAN RED CROSS, ELMER C. DAVIS, TKEAS., ROC KLAND, ME.
The performance is expected to Omaha.
tist
missionary
among
the
In

"Spirit
of
Christmas"
will
be
j L. Mitchell.
dent of tive club, ar.d each boy i
last one and one-half hours, with I
which time a Christmas Party will
dians. at Pueblo. Colo.; Miss Gwen
a showing cf 90 colored pictures. I given by the grade schools under received a gift. Refreshments were
be enjoyed.
dolyn
Barlow
far
the
Christian
En

LAST CALL FOR RED CROSS MEMBERSHIP
the
direction
of
Mrs.
Ruth
E
San

served.
Coca
cola
fcr
the
occasion
Other members present at the I
There will be no Rebekah Sewing
deavor
Society
gave
flve
dollars
The
American
Red Cross obtained its charter by act of Congress and
meeting were Pave Stetson, vice born, the music supervisor, at having been generously donated by for the pulpit light fund: Miss
Circle this week, due to the sale
president. Edgar Libby and Belle I Watts hall, Dec. 20. at 8 o'clock Arthur S. Taylor, manager of the Margaret L t immons fo? rne Bap
which will be held Wednesday, at 10 is therefore a quasi government agency. One of the charter obligations
A silver collection will be taken. local plant.
ftftftft
Coates Anderson.
o'clock, at Poland's Restaurant, Elm reads as follows:
tist Choia; Society, gave J2 to buv
The Star Circle of Orace Chap
1. "To act in matters of voluntary relief and in accord with the mili
David
Harold
Moore
and
Miss
street. There will be a rehearsal
Mrs. Alton Orover entertained |
LIDA O CHAMPNEY
Christinas music; Joanne Vinai.
ter will meet Tuesday night at
tary and naval authorities as a medium of communication between the
of
the
Rebekahs
at
the
hall
Wed

her bridge club at luncheon and 7.30 at the home of Miss Helen Theresa Louise Hall, both of for the Junior choir, gave $1 for
Correspondent
people of the United States and their Army and Navy.
Waterville, were united in mar junior choir music; M-s Edith
nesday night.
a a a a
bridge Thursday. Prizes were j
a a a a
Studley.
The Red Cross will fulfill this obligation by having representatives in
riage
Sunday
afternoon
at
the
At
Community
Hospital:
Capt.
awarded Mrs Clement Moody. Mrs. i Mrs. Lura Libby. Mrs. Madolin
Chapmen. for the Beta Alpha
Tel. 2229
Casper Murphy of Islesboro, who every camp, cantonment, military and naval hospital and wherever there
Alonzo Spaulding and Mrs. Daw- I Spear. Mrs. Avis Brazier, and Mr. Baptist parsonage. Rev. Donald F. gave $14 for or.e ton of coal for
Perron performing the double ring
has been a patient for a brief is a concentration dl troops. Our country Is at peace, but iu the Interest
son Brewer.
and Mrs. Laurence Perry, members service. They were ' attended by I the chu.-;'i.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will period, returned heme Monday. of national defense our young men in great number:- are being called from
William B D. Oray and Orvel of Orace Chapter. O.ES. attend Mrs. Perron and Leon W Hall and ' Mrs. Susie Newbert for the meet this afternoon Instead of Edward Ludwig of Hope will re their homes to serve in our Army and in our Navy Help the Red Cross
to help them.
Ladies' Circle, gave seven boxes of
Williams went to Togus Sunday to ed the inspection ot Goldenrod
ieft. following the ceremony for cupcakes, brownies and goodies, j Wednesday with Mrs. Christie turn home Tuesday. Everett Mer
call on Pred Burnham who is a j Chapter Friday in Rockland.
[ Whitney as hostess. Plans will be rill of Rockport Is a medical patient. one ,met Saturday in Scuth Thom
Francis Brodis and family are
Waterville where they will make
patient at the Veterans' Hospital.
Mrs. Ada Chadwick is in Rock their heme. Mrs. Moore is the to be sent to these boys at camp: completed for the silver tea which
The Limerock Valley Pomona aston, at which time they worked moving into the house on Sea street
Capt. William R Hoffses; Lieut. | they will hold Wednesday from 2
They found Mr. Burnham progress land to spend the Winter with Mrs.
Grange, incluling eight districts, of , the -fifth degree and elected offi recntly vacated by Mrs. Irving Ben
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Philip Newbert. Sgt.
Richard
ing satisfactorily and glad to see J Charles Pierce.
nett.
Hall, who came here last year to Moore. Chester Delano. Cecil Day ! to 5 at the home of Mrs. Thurston which the Megunticook Grange is cers.
friends from home.
Spear, and to which a special invi
At the meeting of the W.C.T.C. reside. Mr Hail to assume the
and Ralph Smalley all of Fort Mc tation to all organizations in town
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Creamer held at the home of Mrs. Nina duties of station-master here.
Kinley. and Charles Simpson, who has been extended.
went Sunday to Quincy, Mass., leach Friday night. Mrs Ora
Pune.ui services fcr Alzada Paulwhere Mr. Creamer has employ- j Woodcock and Miss Oladys Fer , ine Yoinj. iO-v*ar-old daugh i is at Fort Williams: Mrs Minnie
Albert T Carroll is confined to
ment.
/
nald were appointed vice presi ' of Mrs. John Phelps of Rocklana Newbert for the Mission Circle, his home on Richards Hill by ill
gave a box of white cross bandages ness.
Mrs. Earl Woodcock. Mrs. Alton dents at large. Ccnir.’cnicatior.s were held Saturday, conducted bv and supplies to be sent to the Bap
Orover. Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding. were read frem the State and Na Rev. H P Leach pastor cf the tist Mission at Swatow. South
E. S. Merrill is a patient at Com
Mrs. Walter Hastings. Miss Elonia tional Unions. It was announced Federated Church. Two uncles of China; Walter Chapman for the munity Hospital suffering from the
Woodcock and Richard Woodcock that fhe quota for the local union the slain girl were present at the C.A.C., gave ten roses to be sent effects of a fall on the sidewalk
in membership is flve. but due to services. The remains had been
were Portland visitors recently.
to shut-ins. also boxes of chocolates Sunday afternoon. A bad cut over
The Contract Club weekly meet- ' the loss of five members by death in a vault since Nov. 12.
for the boys at camp; Mrs. Maude the eye and cn the hand necessi
tated several stitches.
ing was held Friday afternoon at | during the past year, ten mem True Christmas Spirit
Webber for the Cradle Roll, gave
Schools closed Friday for a twoMiss Lizzie Levansaler s home with I bers are needed to complete th?
An impressive white gift service ; infants’ clothing to be used in weeks' vacation. Christmas pro
two tables Highest scores were quota. The next meeting will be
Christmas
work
in
town.
was held Sunday night at the Bap- '
grams and trees were featured in
held by Mrs Orace Campbell of Jan. 10 at Miss Margaret Cran
tlst Church. Tive platform was ' There were also several individ all tiie grades. In the fifth grade.
don's.
Warren and Miss Levensaler. The
ual
gifts
to
assist
the
Beta
Alpha
at cne side, large electric candles
Miss Roberta Holbrook, teacher, a
meeting next Friday will be held I Miss Blanche Henry is -t home
to spend the Christmas recess from ! decorated in white, with a throne in the Christmas box packing, and playlet written by one of the pupils.
at Mrs Campbell s home.
several
gilts
of
self.
at
the
back
and
a
lighted
cross
her teaching duties at Dover-Fox
Harriett Churchill, was enjoyed,
Mrs. Olive Fales of Scuth War croft.
over the organ.
Mrs. Lizzie P. Cummings
and reflected much credit on the
ren. Mrs. Sadie Chaples. Mrs. Eu
Music was by the junior choir
The annual Christmas party of
youthful writer. At the Hoboken
Mrs.
Lizzie
P
Cummings
died
nice Morse. Mr.s. Letitia Starrett the Pythian Orders will oe he'd who sang "There s A Song In the
School, Miss Hortense Bohndell
and Mrs. Edna Smith, members of Friday starting with a supper at 6 Air.'' with Joanne Vinai singing Friday at the heme of her daugh
teacher, a pageant entitled "Jean
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary attend- i < clock. Each member attending the obligato. Alfred Strout sang ter. Mrs Pearl Bates, at North
nette-Isabella'' was presented In
Cushing
following
a
short
illness.
ed the Third District Council meet is requested to take a useful gift "Come To Our Hearts Lord Jesus.”
She had resided here three years costume. Those taking part were
ing in Bath.
as veil as a ten-cent gift for thc and the Junior choir choir also coming here from Leominster. Russell Staples. Jr., Ethel Eaton.
Mr and Mrs. Gordon Spaulding tne
sang Christmas carols. Miss Lil Mass. She was the daughter of Betsy Kcch, Frances Carleton. Billy
returned Saturday to Stcnington
The annual community Christ lian Thurston told the story of Pierre and Ann Maria Hyler De- Hcch. Bobby Bartlett. John Miller
after spending several days in Bos- j mas party sponsored by Willlams- the white gift and its origin, and
and John Cavanaugh, pupils of the
vult. and was born in Cushing.
ton and visiting Mr. Spaulding's Biazier Post and Auxiliary will be there followed the presentation of , Funeral services were held Sun- cecond, first and SCb Primary
grades. A synopsis of the play was
i given by Miss Phyllis Spear. At
the close of the prcgram Santa ap
topf
peared and distributed gifts from
a beautifully decorated tree. The
STOKELYS
usefulness of the tree, however, did
i not cease when stripped of its
CANS
I gifts for it was transported to the
lawn to be used as a feeding station
| lor the birds during the Winter.
NESTLE'S—SEMI-SWEEl
CELLO ft
Mrs. Augusta O Shibles. who
MORSELS
, BAGS
celebrated her Gist birthday last
Tue'day fell two days later at her
: home and sustained a broken hip
GENERAL KNOX
NEW-FANCY
Herbert Merrill Is confined to his
1 home on Main street from an at
SALAD DRESSING
tack of grippe.
T4
LB
St
A union service with a Christmas
concert will be held Sunday night
FRIEND'S—BAKED
at the Methodist Church, to which
INDIAN PUDDING
the Baptist parish has been invited.
CANS
On the following Sunday night the
Methodist Church has accepted an
invitation to unite with the Baptist
Trt
FOR FINER FLAVOR
Church, at which time the pageant
tudcc
uamiiia
s oz
“At the Manger” will be presented
PURE
!eot
by the Church School.
The Twentieth Century Club met
|Frioay afternoon at the home of
WORCESTER
Miss Marion Weidman, substituting
SALT
hostess for Mrs. Linthel Lane. Mrs.
pkg:
Amy Miller was the reader, giving
a review of the book "Capt. Abby
OX
STUFFED
and Capt. John'' by Tristam Coffin.
[This week the meeting will be ornit19
ited due to the holiday season.
I OLIVES

JOIN THE RED CROSS

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

j Thereby You Serve Humanity and Patriotism

ROCKPORT

YwiiMWfM-Wffl S
Ju TMflX/V'Sf

PINEAPFLE JUICE 2

17c

MIXED
NUTS

2?

2 iS 12:

2lc

2

BAKER’S
COCOA «

rt

GIFTS GALORE at the
CHRISTMAS STORE

great store.
l*We offer our huge stock for your selec
tion. Our courteous clerks will help you in
every way and our trucks will make delivery
at the time you specify. On our floor are
thousands of greatly-to-be-desired gifts
for every member of the family.

Cedar Chests

Me

Toys

Mis. Vellie R. Simmons
Mrs Vellie Rfl Simmons, widow
of Edwin T. Simmons, died in
Camden Sunday following a brief
illness. Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 2 o'clock, from
the Russell Funeral Home, with
Rev. F Ernest Smith of the Meth
odist Church, officiating. Inter
ment will be in Amsbury Hill Cem
etery.
Mrs. Simmons was born in this
town, daughter cf Phebe H
(Staples) and Oeorge S. York, and
had always resided in the town of
I her birth. She was a loyal member
! of the Fred A Norwood W R.C. of
| Rockport and of the Megunticook
Grange and Pythian Sisterhood of
j Camden.
Near surviving relatives are one
sister. Mrs Ceciida Cain; four
nieces. Mrs Ernest M. Torrey. Miss
Etta Cain and Mrs. Albert Crockett
of Rockport and Mrs. Arthur St.
Clair of Lynn. Mass.; five nephews.
Irvin Cain. Eddie Cain cf Rockport.
Sanford York of Hampton, N H..
Harry York of Springfield, Mass
and Foster York of Bangor, and
several cousins.

SEEDED
PKG

8<

2 EOT.

«» 8
9c«

SEEDLESS
PKG

| OVALTINE

Richard Ellingwood, Prop.

IOR THC

<£. 4>,Xholiday

,•

cftACKsiisAZOy___
giro !

-

L

ACUO1CI ASSORTMCNT
OF C00KIH AM) CHAMfluid coomt lARbwtous

PARK ,M„. 2J5L«

"WT

ASSORTMENT f/J-Jg,!

SUN MAID
SMALL CAN

LARGE CAN

CURRANTS

I 33c
59c
a___________

2

3

LUX
FLAKES
SMALL PKG

LARGE PKG

9c

21c

PKGS

19<

BAKE IT-FRY IT—GRILL IT!

* HORMEL’S SPAM

cam-If

ST. CLAIR and ALLEN-FAMOUS

RIBBON CANDY

; 3(

&
GOLDEN GLOBE

POP CORN

SPRY
!!•
LB CAN

MAIN ST., COR. WINTER
Next to Strand Theatre
TYDOL 'FLYING A’ GASOLINE
TYDOL-VEEDOL LUBRICAT'N
Let Us Grease Your Car While
You Are In thc Movies
FREE PARKING FOR
CUSTOMERS
Parking For Others, 15c

Sunshine

COMMON
to stuff tns

Germany has nationalized a large
numoer of railways in Sudetenland.

DICK’S
SERVICE STATION

I7«

2

RAISINS

AN INVITATION

Lamps

VANILLA

2&SI 7<

••'At the opening of this great Christmas
Season of 1940 it is with pleasure that we
invite you to utilize the facilities of this

Furniture

THREE noniu
CROW

23«

1

17c

YELLOW
JUMBO

1 LB CELLO
BAG

9<

DELIGHTFULLY SEASONED- READY TO SERVE

★ HORMEL’S SPICED HAM

can

LUX TOILET SOAP

bars25c

27‘

3 LB CAN

47c%
”

4

NATION-WIDE SERVICE Q&OCERS
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MRS. JOHN BERNET
Mrs. Maude I. Shea left Saturday
Nellie M. Bernet, wife of Capt. for Daytona Beach, Fla., for the
I Winter. Enroute she spent the
John Bernet, died at her home
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Willis
last Wednesday afternoon after Leach at Hyde Park. N Y.
an illness of many months. She
Mr. and Mrs. Aliston Smith have
as guests for a few days Mr. Smith's
had been a semi-invalid for sev
David Newcomb and Dudley Har
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward L
eral years, prior to her last sick vey went Saturday to Boston, where
i they will spend two weeks' vacation
Hugh Benner went Saturday to, Mrs. Wesley Thurston was hostess Smith cf East Lamolne.
ness.
' visiting relatives. David to visit in
New York for a week, and on re- Friday to T Club for sewing and
Mrs. Bernet was born in Salem,
Orrington, and Dudley in Lynn.
The W.C.T.U. will hold a meet
j turn will be accompanied by Israel j luncheon. Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal
Conn.. Oct. 14. 1863. daughter of
ing
of
Christmas
cheer
Friday
received
a
beautiful
cake
ln
ob

ISnow, Jr., who will spend the holl] Jonathan A., and Maria Lee Baker.
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson en
: days with his parents, Mr. and servance of her birthday anniver with the ladles of the Home for
She was educated in the New Lon
tertained Corner Club Friday aft
Aged
Wemen.
A
program
of
mu

By K. S. F.
i Mrs. Isreal Snow.
sary.
don schools and graduated in 1881, ernoon at the heme of Mrs. I. J.
sical selections and a gift tree will
from the Williams Memorial Insti Shuman, for cards and luncheon.
be featured. Friends of the Home
Private Earl Rodgers of Fort Mctute of that city.
Edwin Edwards, Jr., Anson Olds, are invited.
Mrs. Shuman had high ,cor’.
Courage, someone has said, is still
[ Kinley spent the weekend as guest
Sept. 30. 1891 she was married
Bickford Sylvester and Howard Ed
the first word in any language. to Capt. John Bernet, who was
of his mother. Mrs. Edith Demat- wards went yesterday on a motor
Mr. and Mrs. George L. St. Clair
And I thought it was love and rev at that time master of the schooner
teo, and visiting friends.
A WELCOME GIFT
trip to St. Petersburg, Fla., lor the
will entertain the Albert H. New
erence.
John
P.
Kelsey,
and
came
to
Rock

Tiie stores cf Rockland offer
two weeks' Christmas vacation.
• ♦ • •
bert Association Thursday night at
Mrs. Elizabeth Swett of Belmont. Howard Edwards will visit in
land' where she had since resided. their home cn Rankin street. Mrs.
almost anything anybody might
Have
you
ever
heard
of
the
in

Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Fannie Augusta, Oeorgia.
For neaily 25 years she sailed the
want to buy ior a Christmas
sect that goes by the name of seas with her husband in the many St. Clair will be assisted by Mrs.
C. Davis, Rankin street.
present, but there's always an
walking stick?
Some of these different vessels he commanded. H P Blodgett, Mrs. Arthur Wisner
easy solution if you are puzzled
and Mrs. Hattie Davies.
Mrs. Alice Hicks of Talbot ave
tropical
species
grow
to tiie huge
Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin of Maple
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Savitt was the scene of a jolly party
and visited numerous foreign, as |
_____
nue who has been a patient at the Tiie Courier-Oazette can be sent
length
of
13
inches
and
tliat
makes
1 well as domestic ports. Of all her | r.ie Browne Club will meet Fristreet is entertaining her Contract
Sunday a*ternoon whrn their daughter. Ann Louise Savitt, celebrated her
into any place in the United
Orange Memorial Hospital for more
it the largest insect in the world
Club today with an extra table for
hazardous experiences at sea, one nlght at 7 30 wlth the NYA Girls
States three times a week for $3. second birthday by entertaining your.g friends. Left to right: Jimmy yet discovered except Hitler.
than two weeks, will be able to re
Korit’.ky of Bangor. Ann Louise Savitt the hostess, Arlene Beth M Her.
good Christmas measure and extra
is particularly remembered. On a in thelr rooms at Community
and
we
do
the
mailing.
The
re

•
•
*
•
turn to her sitter's home in East
—Photo by Cullen.
cheer.
cipient will be grateful to the
trip to Haiti, during a heavy gale Building, directly under the Cham
Orange this week.
Dick: “That was a funny thing.
'ender 15G times a year.
of wind and rough weather, she ber of Commerce roems.
Not
one
realized
what
a
bad
egg
Spencer Individual Designing
Ernest Johnson, who spent the
Neil Little left Tuesday 'for
manned thc pumps, when the sea
he
was
while
he
was
rich.
”
Imported gifts being shown at
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres,
weekend as guest of hls mother, Miami, Fla., where he has a posiman performing that duty was
Monday Niters were entertained
Mrs M R. Pillsbury has returned Mrs Marguerite Johnson, returned tion at Burdines Beauty Salon,
Nick: “My boy, a bad egg is
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona Mrs. Johnson's Hat Shop. Entire
washed overboard.
last
night at the home pf Mr.s. O. B.
to
her
home
after
a
visit
in
Bos

known
only
when
it's
broke."
M. McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. stock at 101 discount.—adv
yesterday to Portland, where he Is
-------Her er.tire interest was centered Brcwn, and prizes for high score
• • • •
150-151 ton.
22-M—adv.
149*152
t member of the Morocco Lounge ; Mr and Mrs. A. P Gray and Mr.
around her family, home, nnd were awarded to Mrs. Fred Vinai,
There is unfortunately a decay
Orchestra.
'and Mrs. George Gray of Warren
church; as Mrs. Berret was a Mis Cecil Murphy, Mrs. Forest
of
spiritual
faith
in
the
general
Anderson Auxiliary. S.U.V. will
------j were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
member of the First Baptist Hatch and Mrs. Austin Huntley,
line of manhood today and it's dif
meet Wednesday night at 7.30. The
The Junior Auxiliary of the J Prank L. Newbert, Masonic street
ficult to understand except ttirough Church of New London and trens-s consolation going to Mrs. Mildred
completion of the election of offl- Methodist church are serving a |
-------fered her membership to the First Achorn and traveling prize to Mrs
I cers for the ensuing year will be public supper Saturday night at' Mr and Mrs. James Clark visited the continued wars in so many
Baptist Church of this city. Gen- : Murphy. The meeting next week
parts
of
the
earth.
What
the
world
followed by the annual Christmas the church.
thelr daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
needs most today is more spiritual erous and sympathetic to all. the will be at the Talbot avenue home
I tree and exchange of gifts. Supand Mr.s. Orover Davis in Ellsworth
devotion
and more resolute accept deceased was loved and respected cf Mrs. Aithur W. Bowley.
, per will be served at 6 o'clock.
Frederl'k Merritt, Charley Mer over the weekend. While there, ance of the Word of Ood and faith by her neighbors and a large
ritt and Jchn Karl spent the week thev entertained Mr. ar.d Mrs. in prayer.
circle of friends and acquaintances.
Panama's two dog-racing tracks
The Thespian Society, with its end ln Boston.
Oeorge Clark of Winter Harbor, the
• • • •
She is survived by her husband, paid $5CO3 In government taxes in
I sponsor Aliston Smith, held a party
occasion being Mr.s. James Clark's
Would Lillian Russell, the famous Capt. John Eernet; a daughter. one month.
land meeting Thursday night in the
lfiss Virginia TUI went Saturday 65ih birthday anniversary. She
Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett; a grad• High School library, with 12 mem to Augusta, where Monday she re- was tiie recipient of an attractively beauty who was accustomed to eat son, John Bernet Crockett, of this
the
then
mode
of
14-ccurse
din

bers present.
Presentation TO gan her duties in the accounting decorated cake pre.sented by her
ners, have taken more care of her city; three nieces. Mrs. Edith Per
( made cf the membership cards and I department of the Central Malnc son-in-law.
figure had she lived ln these more kins. Mrs. Frank Lawrence of Nor
j certificates. The Interesting pro- | Power Co.
I
-------thoughtful
times of avoirdupois. wich, Conn., and Mrs. Percy A. j
gram consisted of a ta.k "The Life
■■
Miss Beverly Fickett, daughter of
Relieve misery as 3 out
She
tipped
the
scales even at the Lins of Mt. Vernon. N. Y.; and a
of Oeorge Bernard Shaw by James
Local inspection of Golden Rod Mr. and Mrs. Leon Fickett, reached
of 5 mothers do. Rub
cousin. Thomas P. Stebbins cf
height
cf
her
popularity
at
165
throat, chest, back with
Economy; review of current Broad- Chapter, OES, was held Friday her 10th year Friday and celebrated
way plays, and detailed report on ' night, with Mrs Alice L. Graves the happy occasion with a party, pounds, and that is far too much j East Lyme. Conn,
GIFTS OF QUALITY AT MODERATE PRICES
The funeral services were held I
Elwyn Williams' “The Corn ls j of Brownville Junction. Worthy attended by Joan Edwards, Mar- for any beauty to weigh.
at the residence. 37 Rockland !
'#jThis store has always catered to the discriminating
Green' by Miss Mary Anastasia Orand Matron of Grand Chapter jorje Leeman, Oreta Nelson. Annie
Average cost of attending college street, Saturday afternoon, Rev.
reading of second act of current j of Maine as inspection officer. Wood. Elizabeth Crozier,
buyer. Our stock this year will be especially to your
Crozier, Harold
Broadway comedy "The Man Who' There were 12 chapters represent- Fickett and Janice Fickett. A pret in the United States has been J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
Today and Wednesday
liking.
Came to Dinner" by Mr Smith; ed, Grace of Thcmaston. Harbor tily decorated cake and other fes quoted as $540 a year, according to The bearers were: Clarence Bar
nard.
Philip
Thomas,
William
SanSI Aff
OLIVER
"First Christmas in America* by light cf Rockpoit. Seaside of tive dainties were served the merry some estimates, but another guess
Rings For The Thoughtful
som. Capt. Henry Johanson, and
Christie Adams; modern version of |Camden, Ivy of Warren. Naomi of youngsters who reveled in games is given from experience.
A King tn llim" ur to “Her" will always
* • • •
Capt. John A Stevens.
"Night Before Christmas" by Miss Tenants Harbor, Pond-du-lac of[ and general fun. Beverley was re
bring maximum happiness
During the first seven months of
Ruth Seabury. A gable period was Washington,
Forget-me-not
of membered with a variety of birth
Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe, pas
1940 . 2.130.600 new’ passenger cars
Watches
followed by refreshments and a South Thomaston. Orient of Union, day tokens.
Watches are
were registered in the United tor of the Unlversalist Church, is
Christmas tree. The next meeting Echo of Brownville Junction. Ken-1
always in
will be held Jan. 7 at the home of nebec of Vassalboro. Marion of Miss Betty Cram was honor States as compared with 1.638.410 in attendance at a Boston clinic
good taste
Mr. Smith. 288 Broadway, when the Oardiner. and Columbia of North gue.t at a surprise farewell party new cars registered during the lor an indefinite period. Mrs Lowe
and our
charter from the national council Fedgwlck. Grand Adah Marguerite Friday night held at the home of same period of 193&. so It is still a | acccmpanied him.
stocks are
will be received.
Payscn of Union was a special her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harris going business.
complete
i
guest. Ritualistic work was ex Cram. Miss Cram leaves soon to
PIANO LESSONS
When
one
listens
to
some
lcvely
emplified.
Mias
Virginia
Flint
and
make her home in Portland, and
SPECIAL!
CHRISTMAS GIFT
Wlr.field Chatto acting as candi was presented with a gift. Guests oratorio or cantata being sung by $2 00 perA week,
We present a special 17 Jewel
Dally lessons: 5 les
Plus
dates. The Worthy Grand Matron were her schoolmates. Vittrice a good choir, one's mind throws sons, >1.75: A Lessons II.M; J Lessens.
Solid (mid Wrist Watch, for
1'n‘ire Football Ga-.ne Between
SI
05; 2 Lessons. S.JO: I Lesson, 8.50
back
in
wondering
how
this
kind
made
brief
remarks,
for
the
good
of
ladirs. guaranteed
$24.75
Hayes. Joyce Cumming. Elaine >
Four Free Lessons
EOSICN COLLEGE AND
the order, and she was presented Achorn, Charlotte Cowan. Sandra , cf music came Into being. In the
MABEL F. LAMB
HOLY CROSS
llamillons
Walthams
with a corsage by Mrs. Bessie Hallowell, Jean Home. Muriel 116th Century at the Church of St. Tel. 1020,
Rockland. Me.
For Sugar Bowl Honor
Longines
148-T-154
GIVE
Church, worthy matron of Oolden 1 Adams, Sylvia Christoffersen Faith ' Ma:ia ln Vallicelli a group acted _______________________________
Rod Chapter.
Supper preceded IjOrg sylvla Adanu Betty O'Brien J a scene from the Bible; once each
CLOCKS AS ALWAYS
Few gifts are more appreciate!
the meeting, sened under the dlence Knight. Kav Stevens. week the P®st:,r taught them, and
HER
THURSDAY
than a Handsome Clock
rection of Mrs Helen C Bean. The Ele.ne Glendenning. Beverly Glen- realizing the value of music in giv
SAVE—BUY MOVIE CHECK
ON THE STAGE
table- were appropriately decorated dennirg and Vina Delmonico ing value to a setting of spoken
EOOKS E'OR CHRISTMAS
In red and green with white tapers. Oames were the diversion of the voice, he called upon some musi
GIFTS
Place cards, in the form cf a star. happy evening, and refreshments cal friends to write music for his
Wednesdav-Thursriav
Bibl^ plays, and "Palestrina" was
' bore the names of officers on the were send.
Dur Gift Stock
ti
one
cf
them.
The
cratorio
form
I:
back, and were at each place, the
is complete. Many
ti
charming and
work of Jesse Bradstreet. worthy
ti
AND HIS
Shake peare Society was enter spread rapidly in England. France
/<"»?£ '•#
I
thoughtful gifts
patron.
tained Monday night, at the home and Germany and much music
await your choice.
f.
of Mrs Eva Helller, with 15 mein- classed as the world's best was
Permanent Wave Gift
G
time.
| bers responding to roll call. Mr.x written at that
3
• • • •
SILVER
a
(Grace Lawrence gave a resume of
Certificates
On
Sale
The all-time high in Gifts That
Bcake Carter, the great radio as
"Tlte Winter’s Tale" and Mr.s.
Please and Last are Gifts In
well as pistol shooter, also has j
Vane-ssa
Cowan
was
leader
for
the
BUDGET TERMS AKRANGED
For Further Information
f
Silver.
I evening. Two interesting papers on more hobbles tucked up In hls likes, [
Tl'ESDAY, DEC. 17
FIIONE
"Leontes Compared with Othello'* and portrait painting is one of
One Day Only
.were read by Mrs. Josephine Rice, tyem. What a delightful thing it
Station WGAN
Cash Night—Come
one written by Mrs Rice and the is to be able to' play a hobby to |
Singing
Comedy
Y'odeling
one's
heart's
content.
Life
would
Encyclopedia Night
* b
[ether by Capt. Keryn ap Rice. Act
be
just
one
hobby
after
another
if
1 of “The Winter’s Tale" was read,
First and Only Showing HI
JEWELER
Plus at the Matinees for the
Knox County
with Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Mrs I could have any way, but it’s Just [
73 PARK ST- ROCKLAND, ME.#
as
well
some
are
held
down
or
they
Children I Extra Car toons
ROCKLAND.
ME.
OPP. STRAND THEATRE,
i Alice Jameson, Mrs. Rice, Mrs.
TEI- 1078
“ELLERY QUEEN, MASTER
in the ground. 1
147-148-151-152
I
1 Irene Walker, Mrs. Irene Moran might run hobbies
DETECTIAT*
• • • •
Ralph Bella-ny, Margaret Lindsay land Mrs. Ruth Albee taking part,
ON TIIE SCREEN
It has been said that the most
j "Opinions and Interpretations of
critical
period
of
life
is
the
time
1
/if7
jig/Jt-Zig
tl
iStunt man who defied a star!
I Act 1" as .shown in the notes were between the shattering of first j
WED.-TIIURS., DEC. 1%-H
I
a Mniot/o/tu v/i Spvn
[given by Miss Alice Erskine. The
Ideals and the construction of the |
Musical Hit of the Century
1 fiext meeting will be held Dec. 30.
NOW PLAYING
“HIT PARADE OF 1941**
"ESCAPE"
ln the Unlversalist vestry. Tills will second. Many are apt to slip the
Kenny Baker, Frances I.angforO
wrong
way
and
gain
some
points
in
I
• -KWT
with
be a guest meeting, with the alum
Hugh Herbert
cold comiort for higher character.
TAYLOR Norma Shearer, Robert Taylor
nae and honorary members invited.
• • • •
ima HAYES
Every active member has the privi
Hurrah for the New Jersey Elks
COMING
lege of Inviting two guests.
Association. They are presenting
FRI.-SAT.. DEC. !U-’l
the American Red Cross with an
NOTE
LITE VELEZ
A special lot of Fall coats, both ambulance for war service in Great
High
School
Students
892
LEON i Rubber Legs! ERROL
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply Britain's great work
2.00,
6.30,
8.30
Week
Days,
“MEXICAN SPITFIRE
Special
Matinees
on
• • • •
'educed prices have been received
Sundays.
3.00, 6.30, 8.30
OCT WEST"
at Lucien K Green & Son and
The American silver dollar is an
Tuesday
and
Thursday
TEX RITTER
Burdell's Dress Shop, Odd Fellows adaption in size and shape of the
"PALS OC THE SILVER SAGE*
at 2.00 P. M.
Block, 16 School street, Rockland. Spanish silver coin called thc
—adv.
137-tf "piece of eight” of pirate lore which
MUSIC OF BIRDS
Give Movie Checks For Xmas
was ln use during early Colonial ANIMALS AND FLOWERS
years. The American silver qdbrt- |
Cor Children 3 to 7 years
ter therefore Is "two bits” or twoDaily or Weekly Lessons
eighths of a piece cf eight
Phone 1026 for trial lesson
• • • •
MABEL F. LAMB
Honor comes to those who achieve
Get Ready For Christmas
it first, someone has said. You "arc
IN THE MODERN MANNER
Try One Of Our—
the window through which ycu are
able to see the world of duty, of
$5.00 Croquignole Permanent >
Joys and interests, and tiie gleaner
Including Eugene and Frederic Methods
you keep that window of your soul
DECEMBER AND JANUARY ONLY
the cleaner will be thc vision for
BRING OCT THAT HIDDEN
accomplishment.
• • • •
BEAUTY WITH A GILBERT
TEL.
683-W
493 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
"Dad, what makes you think
151-lt
Sammy is going to be a politician?"
"Because he says more things
that sound well and mean nothing
NATURALISTIC OIL W AVE
than any other human being I ever
saw except a politician."
• • • •
Trotting races had their origin in
ALWAYS WELCOME
America.
The Puritans banned
Particularly acceptable
is a gift of sheer luxury that will
horse races and trotting was sub
are gifts of Potted Plants
any fastidious woman on your gift
stituted.
and Cut Flowers. They
• • • •
convey a Christmas wish
and that won t play havoc with
$7 Deluxe Oil Permanent
The sun has a temperature of
as cm no other gift.
bank balance. It's our exquisite
[36,000,000 degrees Fahrenheit at its
Miniature figures in a
large assortment for your
j center, according to astro-physical
NoMend Stockings—Ihe hosiery preferred
collector Mends.
estimates.
by thousands of smart women all over
Reg. $10.00
Suet F-cders for bird
• ♦ • •
Ihe country and the perfect choice for a
lovers.
Harry Emerson Fosdick says that
Supreme
Pin Cushion Flower Hold
Push UpWaveV*^
I one of the dangerous evils in life is
modestly-priced gift in excellent taste.
ers so indispensable to
I the highly prized habit of always
BEAUTY
flower lovers and at scarce
looking on the bright side of things.
ly thc price of a Christmas
AIDS
• • • •
card.
'-»•
Out
in
Elgin,
Ill.,
a
man
has
been
Christmas shop at—
>' • 7,rx.<
grafting on apple trees In hls yard 1
for many years, and this year he I
counted 58 varieties on three trees
Vt—— 375 MAIN ST., ROCKL AND. PIIONE H2
alone. Some were more delicious
371 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 318-W
than others but all had decided
flavors ot their own.
Mrs. Blanche Shadie, Camden
street has been confined to her J
home for two weeks as the result of
a bad fall.

OCl ETY.

THREE HAPPY' KIDDIES

This And That

Ig

"

I

VICKS VAPORUB

LAUREL & HARDY

SAPS AT

SEA

^tx'rnx’tcrmwre
FOR CHRISTMAS t

UNCLE LEM
MOUNTAIN
BOYS

PERMANENT

C. E. MORSE

PAYSON’S
j
BEAUTY SALON j

IRGAfc
Virginia GREY
Dan DAILEYvwv
Jr.—

SENTER# CRANE'S

Strand

FOR CHRISTMAS

MaBelle Beauty Shoppe

PERMANENT

$2

$3.00
tfC

$1.15 to $1.35

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

&
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Have Joined Up
Partial List of Those
Who Have Already
Joined the Red Cross

Both Won Election

Posed For The Camera Man

SANTA CLAUS' LIGHT
jFor The Courier-Gazette 1

A little boy stood by the window one
night.
And hls heart was heavy and sad.
For he had been told that Santa
Claus
Would forget him because
He had been naughty and bad.
But the moon came up from behind
the hills
To brighten the lonely night.
And the smiles came back to the baby
face
And he said, "I see Santa Claus’
light”.
Maybe the moonbeams may have
been brighter.
Maybe the moon-man looked down
and smiled.
Maybe old Santas heart beat the
lighter
When he looked down and saw
The faith of a child.
Into a world filled with sorrow and
sadness.
Human hearts lay In chaos with car
nage beguiled
A baby was born to bring peace and
gladness
To live forever ln the faith of a child.
Margaret Elwell
Spruce Head

Outcome Of November Bal
loting As Seen By a Wash-!
ington Correspondent

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

All right, who did win the elec- j
Service lo:
Por the convenience of those who
By
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
tion?
care to join the American Red
ington, Isle au Ilaut, Swan’a
IREE MEMBER
This question ls still being asked
Cross, places have been provided to
Island and Frenchboro
day in the following business houses: in Washington: at least it is still I
The late Mark Crockett held lirst Thorndike Hotel, Senter Crane. being answered and the ultimate I
WINTER SERVICE
ccrr.et chair lor quite a while in Knox County Trust Company, answer may not be as obvious as j
Subject to change without notice.
ihe cld band. He was a fine cor- Gregory's, Perry’s Main Street it seems. The evidence is still
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
nctist and was leader of the Cam- Market, Post Office. Loan & Build coming in.
Now. left-wing New Dealers, j
A. M.
P, M.
*den band and the Belfast band for ing Association, Snow Shipyards.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
from early in the morning until J
- vo-rs After doing to Wal- Graves' store at Maverick Square
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Follows a partial list of those who P M.. are continuing to have mo |
tham. Mass., to work in the Wal
Ar, 3.30
7.30 Lv. North llaven.
tham watch factory he accepted the have jolned lhe Rockland branch end of fun retorting to remarks
S 30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
leadership of the Moose band and
^he Knox County Chapter:
about national unity with the
9.30 Ar. Roekland,
Lv. 1.30
Mrs
O
W
Holden
his cornet solos were featured at
simple formula: "The President
119-tf
Lucinda Rich.
-ciicert tne band played.
won. didn't he? Rally round!
Mrs. Reta Wallace.
Many more than I have men
Let's push on."
Mrs B B. Reed.
tioned have been connected with
Of course. President Roosevelt
Mr. K. Crane.
the Rcckland bands in the past
won a salient and significant vic
Miss A. M McLaughlin.
69 years. Arthur Clark and Allie
tory and the Presidency deserves
Edwin L. Jones.
Jonis, tenor drummers. Bob Milnot only the loyalty of the gov
Lizzie Greenhalgh.
bum. bass drum, band manager (a
erned but the good will of the J
Annie Greenhalgh.
mighty good one. too) and head
governed.
Herbert W. Keep.
candymaker for St Clair and Al
But events in Washington are j
len, Sea street (then) Harry Sher
Henry Bird.
beginning to clarify- another
man, J. H Damon, tenor saxo
Kathleen Puller.
important fact—the
fact that
phone. Aithur Hall, piccolo, Ethan! Mrs. Ensign Otis.
President Roosevelt
was not i
Allen, clarinet and scores more I
Annie M Chase.
the only one who
won the i
Mrs. Myra Lewis entertained in honor of the fourth birthday of her niece, Dianne Spurllng. daughter of |
recall but—I must stop sometime
Rev. J. C. MacDonald.
election: that there was another Mr. and Mrs. Percy Spurling. at her Rankin street home Sunday afternoon. Dianne and five of her friends
or the readers will get groggy and
Mrs. Grace Flanders.
winner, that that other winner played games and finished the afternoon's activities with refreshments. Left to right: Ronald Tibert. Dianne
I will have to do as the preacher did ' Miss Addie E. Snow.
—Photo by Cullen.
was Congress, and that the same Spaulding. William Seavey, Lee Dyer, Nancy Post. Caroline KaUoch.
Seeing that his congregation were I Mrs. L. C. Jackson.
American people who put Mr.
going to sleep, he suddenly shout- ' Miss Alfreda Perry.
Roosevelt in the White House for
local Station met with an accident liberty spent in Rockland.
ed “I saw a strange sight recently J Crocketts Baby Shop
one purpose, elected a Congress i WHITE HEAD
A. H Calder. C. C. of the Spruce
while starting a car. the machine
cut in the country. Seen little pigs ' Miss Dorothy Crockett.
Mrs. W. W. Godfrey of Spruce
to achieve, in part at least, a dif
exploding hot oil in his face. He Head Coast Guard Station who has
were in a pen beside the road and
Head
underwent
a
major
operation
Paul Plourd.
ferent purpose
• There is nothing
was rushed to a doctor in Rock been on ten days leave of absence I
every one of them had a long horn
Thursday in Rockland.
B C Perry.
returned
to
the
station
Saturday.
’
In
a
word.
Congress
won
the
land
who
ordered
him
heme
for
like a "pay-as-you'growing from Its forehead.” He
Mrs Evelyn Peaslee
A government investigation was several days.
election, too; and there is de
While on leave Mr. Calder's house
glanced at hia sleepy flock and
go" Christmas,
Mrs. Clara W. Johnson.
held
here
at
the
Station
Monday
hold
goods
were
moved
to
Rockland
veloping evidence that Congress ls
Joseph Bailey, seaman at the
found that they were now all wide
Mrs. Clara Calderwood.
in regard to the death of Leroy local station here, from Salt Lake where the family will reside.
when you are able
construing
its
own
mandate
ln
Its
awake and listening. Then he said.
''.i? Vri,t/r
Maurice Snow.
Manchester, surfman. Search for City. Utah, recently spent 48-hour
way.
oam
Maynard
GBrien
and
Carroll
to put down the
"Behold! I tell you tlie truth and
Walter Dodge.
hls
body
will
be
given
up
as
soon
The evidence is that, despite Mr.
Hallowell, surfmen at the local
liberty in Rockland.
money tor every gilt that you purchase.
you sleep, but when I tell you a
Lords Pilling Station.
Mr. and Mr. Clarence Beal re station, who have been at Goose
Roosevelt's own personal third- as the government has done every
whopper of a lie you all awake and
Then, the Christmas candles will cast
Sam Orey.
term triumph, the new Congress thing possible Mr. Manchester who turned last Tuesday from Heron Rocks Light serving for the keepers,
listen."
W. F. Britto.
no
dickering shadows oi financial worry
has
three
brothers,
in
the
govern

Neck Light where Mr. Beal sub have returned to the station.
will prove itself as independent of
My stars and garters! I Just
Dr. Blake B. Annis.
ment service was a fine young man stituted for the Keeper for 20 days.
on
your heart; because you will know
the
President
as
tt
has
been
the
make vp my mind to stop and.
Post Office. NAL.C.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Lyons and
past two years during a'hlch It and was a member of the local
that your shopping is done — with no
bingo! Memories of unmentioned
Graves Store.
Pauline Lyons recently returned PLEASANT POINT
has passed not a single item of Station
people pop into my undeveloped
"duns’' to come afterward.
James Connellan.
William Maloney ls suffering a
Charles Cahoon govenment con from Eagle Island Light, where
major Nea- Deal legislation.
head space.
Now is the time to join our new Christ
Prank
M.
Tibbetts.
severe
attack
of
grippe.
tractor
ard
Mr
Smith,
assistant,
Mr. Lyons relieved the Keeper for
The evidence is that, despite the
I know that a lot of people re- I
mas Club now forming for next year.
Laura Flinton is slowly recover
member the late Kenneth White. | Mr and Mrs Rodney E Brasier. fact Mr. Roosevelt helped the have been making extensive altera several days.
Clarence
Beal and
Forrest ing from Illness.
Democratic Party radically to re tions on the Coast Guard Station
There is still time to become a member—
He started playing comet in the ! Martin S. Graves.
John W. Davis.
They went Saturday to Cheney sur.’men here, are at Goose
Preparations for the Christmas
old boys' band and finally landed
verse the Republican trend which here
but r
~
'
'T r ore. Act at once.
Rocks Light. They expect to re tree and concert to be held in the
in the present Rcckland band | Roland O. Rackliff.
showed strongly in 1938 and to Cranberry Isles Station.
Geraldine
Brewster
Mr and Mrs Maynard OBrien turn to the local station this week. school house Dec 20 are rapidly
Everyone liked Ken He was al
retain overwhelming nominal con
Rev. James F. Savage
ways smiling and full of fun.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Gamage. progressing. The program will be
trol of both House and Senate, returned Saturday from 48 hours
Mrs Arthur Wisner.
He was a favorite soloist and
the new Congress will be more de liberty ,at their home in Lubec Jr., spent 48 hours liberty at West a fine one and along different lines
Phyllis E. Whitten.
won fame in that line. People liked
than usual. Presents from the
termined than ever to insist upon Mrs O’Brien has been visiting her brook and Portland recently.
Marcia W Farwell.
his playing and I have heard him
Mr. and Mrs. George Alley and tree will be distributed after the
its co-ordinate responsibility in parents and grandmother for sev
Eleanor Griffith.
perform in a very artistic manner
eral weeks
Miss Vernetta Foss of the Light prcgram and Santa Claus will visit
the Federal Government.
Charles Duff.
on several occasions. Iree Member
the children.
Carroll Hallowell, surfman. re spent Wednesday in Rockland
The shape of Congressional
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN. UNION, VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Charles H. Duff
one Sunday, at a Park concert, he
Alton Brewn. M M of the local
things to come is already reveal turned Sunday 'from Lubec where
WARREN
Mrs.
Walter
H.
Spear.
played "Somewhere A Voice Is
station, together with Mrs Brown,
Japan is telling its unempolyed
ing its outline The New Con he spent 48 hours liberty.
Sanford Delano.
Calling,” to a very large audience
Philip
York,
surfman
at
the
recently returned from 48 hours to go to Manchukuo.
gress. in its main figures and
Ella Cline.
and the hand he got must have
forces, is little changed from the
J.
Pred
Knight.
warmed his heart. Ken played
present and therefore the develop
Alice G Knight.
some of the difficult solos, also, but
ments on Capitol Hill of recent
Kenneth Wiggin.
his most effective work was done
days are of both present and pro
John
LaCrosse.
with numbers such as the above
phetic significance.
His passing shocked a large num
Floyd Ber.ner.
The decision of Congress to re
ber of friends—including
Iree
Oordon Tait.
main in session against the pleas
Member.
Bernard Jameson.
of the Administration leaders to
Many years ago, when mud and
Lloyd Jameson
adjourn was the tip-off It may
slop ran riot in the streets of Rock
Caroline Jameson.
have been mostly a gesture but it
land, "horse and buggy days" were
Mrs. LeOloahec.
was a meaningful gesture. It
with us in full force. The wrinkles
Mr and Mrs. Elmer C. Davis.
meant that Congress was going to
in my ancient face are brought
Mayor Veazie.
make its own decisions. It meant
into bold relief by a bewhiskered
Mrs. Mary Veazie.
that the Democratic majority had
grin as I try to envision a modern,
Charles Armata.
let the ink dry on the rubber
low slung automobile sloughing
Mrs Robert C. Gregory.
stamp. The action was responsive
along Main street after a heavy
Mrs. Harold Burgess.
to public opinion.
rain, through mud a foot deep! I
Pred Blackington.
There was more to come. It
have little doubt that the cry "My
Mr and Mrs W. T. White.
came
The Senates unexpected
kingdom for a horse!" would have
passage of the Logan-Walter bill
been the popular song of the day.
applying Judicial restrictions to
"Drummers” (now spoken of as
the Federal regulatory agencies—
"traveling salesmen") had to hire
unliked by the Administration—
stable teams in order to get from
Next Group At Quoddy
and the decisive vote in the House
one town to another and Rock
approving Senate changes in the
land's several "stables" did a thriv
Village Begins Its
measure, showed Congress to be
ing business.
Duties
Jan.
13
following its own Judgment, its
One such "drummer" pulled a
fast one on a certain well known
With the close of the seventh own interpretation of the “man
Rockland stable keeper—name pur Work Experience Project at Quoddy date" of the election.
posely omitted.
The most significant element in
Village. 500 young men have re
Tlie drummer in question made turned to their homes or found these and other decisions by Con
a weekly trip from Rockland to employment in private industry. gress is the renewal of the re
Belfast over a long period of time This mother project and testing curring majority alliance between
and always hired a team from the ground of the National Youth Ad Democratic and Republican Con
above mentioned stable keeper. ministration has done a great deal gressmen. The independence of
Having been changed to another to prepare these men for absorp the Democratic bloc so boot. after
territory, he was making his last tion by industry, particularly in the President's notable victory ls
Rockland to Belfast trip and went, the defense trades.
An even so unusual as to suggest that it,
as usual to the stable to get a team
greater scope may be attained too. is expres ,ive of public opinion
and said to the stable man: "You
through the program planned by as a whole and will continue to ex
know, Mr ----- I have been hiring
the Quoddy Administration for ercise a major influence.
teams from you for a long time
The tenor of Congressional
the next group, which comes in
and I tcok a notion to sort of
opinion is also apparent in its in
Jan.
13
and
which
will
include
at
f sure the cost a short while back.
itiative to enforce a faithful bal
least 700 youths.
Do you realize that I have paid
That these Quoddy enrollees, ancing of the Federal budget apart
mere than enough team hire to
buy me a team of’my own? Well, 11 ™mmi! from the New England from emergency-defense expendi
tures. The further independence
i.ave, and I believe I will buy a States, New York and New Jer
and wariness of Congress is evi
team and stop hiring. I want a sey. have definitely been aided by
dent in the movement to set up
gord herse and harness and buggy the experience received here in
a Joint Senate-House committee
various
types
of
work
is
shown
by
to match and am willing jo pay
well to ijet just what I want. What the figures already available. Of which will give continuous scru
those who have left the Project tiny to defense progress and de
do vou say. can you fit me out?"
"Sure can" replied the stable to seek work, about 62 percent are fense expenditures.
fO« Chni’t<
Congress is on its own; Congress
I have just what you j known to have found Jobs, with
keeper.
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